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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Cooperatives perform many important functions in Oklahoma 0s 

agricultural marketing systemo In performing these functionse 

Oklahoma cooperatives marketed a net volume of 192 million dollaris 

worth of farm products in 19630 Including intercooperative business 

(gross business), the value of farm products marketed by cooperatives 

was 300 million dollarso 

Ninety-seven farmer cooperatives handled grain in Oklahoma in 

19630 These cooperatives did a gross business of 191 million dollars 

and a net business of 90 million dollarsa Eighty-two of these firmsp 

with an estimated membership of 54,0001
9 were listed as grain cooper

atives by the Uni~States Department of Agricultureo As a result of 

this volume of business 9 Oklahoma ranked 10th in the marketing of 

grains by cooperatives among the fifty states in 19630 In 1954 the 

state ranked 12tha 2 

~o Lo Swanson 9 Statistics .2£. Farmers Cooperatives 1962-63 9 

United States Department of Agriculture,· Farmer Cooperatives Service 9 

General Report Noo 128 (Washington 1965)i ppa 47=48o 
These figures must be considered conservative because the figures 

do not include cooperatives established out=of-state with branches in 
Oklahomao The exact number of grain cooperatives in Oklahoma is not 
knowno However 11 Commercial Grain Warehouses ,!a Oklahoma 9 Oklahoma 
State University Extension Service, (Stillwater 9 1965) 11 Leaflet 54-499 
includes 128 grain cooperativeso 

2Ibid 9 pa 280 

1 
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Many early cooperatives were established to provide marketing 

outlets as the grain industry developed in Oklahoma. Where outlets 

already existedt cooperative elevators were often established by 

grain producers to reduce marketing margins; therefore making the 

industry more competitive. With the development of the grain industry 

in the state, farmers turned to cooperatives for marketing their 

products. As agricultural technology developed, grain producers also 

looked to cooperative elevators as a source of supply for many products 

and services necessary for profitable farming and ranching. Further, 

cooperative grain elevators have played an important role in the 

storage of government owned grain. In January of 1964, Oklahoma had 

239 million bushels of off-farm conunercial storage facilities approved 

3 by the Ua s. Government for this purpose. Of this capacity, 100 

million bushels were in cooperative grain elevators. 4 

Oklahoma's cooperative grain elevators operate in a highly 

competitive and constantly changing environment. One important 

operational change, the expansion of storage facilities by cooperative 

elevators, was related to a large accumulation of grain stocks. The 

storage phase of the price support program became an important source 

of revenue for grain elevators. Among the cooperatives studied, 35 

percent of their gross earnings was derived from storage in 1962. 

3 Off=farm Conunercial Stprage Facilities .£.2!. Grain, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Marketing Economics Division, Economic 
Research Service Bulletin No. 252 (Reprinted from thel-.i.arketing and 
Transportation Situation August 1965, Washington), p. 29. 

4 Conunercial Grain Warehouses !a Oklahoma. p. 29. 
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This situation may be reversed in the future if production is decreased 

or if agricultural policy is, successful in decreasing the current 

stocks of wheato Increases in exports may drastically reduce the 

amount of wheat in storageo In either case 9 many elevators may be 

forced to .adjust to lower levels of operation and over-capacity could 

become a major problemo 

Adjustments in financial organization and operation will be 

necessary to provide the most efficient services to the patronsa 

Inefficiency may result in added costs since the same output or 

revenue can be produced with fewer inputs or more output can be 

realized with the same inputso These added costs may be reflected 

in a lower price which the farmer receives for his grain or a higher 

cost of the goods and services he buys from his cooperativeo 

Some of the costs of inefficiency are ultimately shifted to 

society through higher cost of food and fiber a Another social cost of 

inefficiencies in marketing agricultural production is slower economic 

growth·if·inefficient resource allocations in agricultural industries 

use resources that could be employed more productively elsewhereo 

The efficiency of any firm is largely a function of managemento 

In cooperative grain elevators 0 especially, management includes the 

board of directors as well as operating managementa Management should 

be continuously searching for more effective solutions to their prob

lems and for better tools with which to perform the function of 

management if the cooperatives are going to perform profitablyo 

Financial ratio analysis which shows the relationship between two 

quantities or values 9 the subject of this study 9 is recognized as one 

of these toolsa 



Statement of the Problem 

Management uses a variety of methods and techniques i~ an attempt 

to maintain economic efficiencyo Efficient management she)uld not make 

decisions at randomo Inputs should be added only with consideration 

of the alternativeso Products and services should be added when the 

4 

cooperative can benefit from these additionso Output should be retained 

only if the cooperative 9 s changing environment demands the good or 

serviceo Management should also be ready to modify the volume of a 

product or service to meet current conditionso Inefficiencies often 

arise because management is unaware of the most effective tools for 

controlling and planning the businesso 

Management needs to be in frequent and intimate' contact with all· 

activities and happenings that affect the firm 0 s operation or financial 

position both from within the .firm· and f.rom t ·ts -envirODQlellto 

Management must receive data from which it can evaluate these activi-

ties and project their findings into the futureo These data must be 

currentp eoncise 0 and accurateo The data must be objective; have 

economic meaning; and should not burden management with minute detailso 

Financial ratio analysis is but one of the many tools which management 

should use ii\ .. carrying out its controlling functiono 5 

Financial _ratios give meaning to seemingly unrelated eventso 'llle 

value of a financial ratio at any instant is a concise and easily 

interpreted evaluation of a condition existing at that timeo Proper 

interpretation of data presented by financial ratios helps to: 

5 Louis Ao Allenp Management~ Organization~ (New York and London. 
1958) p po 140 



(1) judge the profitability of operations during given time periods; 

(2) determine the soundness of financial conditions at a specified 

date; (3) predict future ability to meet existing or anticipated credit 

obligations; andg (4) develop performance trends to be used as a basis 

6 for further decision makingo 

An understanding of the significance and use of ratios should 

point out financial and operational weaknesses and whether a financial 

condition is good~ poor, questionable~ or some combination of these 

characteristicso A limiting factor often is managemento A sub-

standard ratio is merely a symptom that a part of the business is 

inefficient. Successful management should be able to recognize these 

symptoms and have the knowledge, aggressiveness and ability to solve 

the problem which the symptoms indicateo 7 

Financial ratios should be considered only as an aid to thinking 

and not a substitute for ito Management must also consider such fact-

ors as g (1) current economic conditions in general and particularly 

the conditions within the firm 0 s industry; (2) the outcome of pending 

legislation and other institutional arrangements that might influence 

the business; {3) technological advances in the industry; (4) changes 

in population and wage scales; (5) changes in source of supply, 

markets or marketing methods; and (6) other items which affect the 

8 interpretation of the ratioso 

6 Richard Wo Schermerhorn, 
Agricultural Marketing Firms g 

Extension Service Information 

7Ibidg po 180 

8Ibidp Po 300 

Financial Statement and Analisis for 
University of Marylan~operative__,.,, 

Series Noc 24 (College Park, 1964) po 2o 



To determine whether a given ratio indicates a weak condition 

there must be some standard against which the ratio can be comparedo 

More than a comparison over time is necessaryo A given ratio may be 

improving year after year and still indicate an abnormally poor condi-

tion relative to the same ratio of similar firmso Therefore, it is 

desirable to have standard ratios which can serve as bench-marks for 

comparison with a given firm's observed ratioso For some ratios 

9 general standards have been developedo For other ratios standards 

can be developed from averages of the ratios taken from industry wide 

datao 

It should be emphasized that these types of standards, like the 

ratios themselves 9 should be used only as bench-markso Standard ratios 

for a soundly managed 9 well-established firm will not necessarily be 

6 

adequate for measuring a new or rapidly growing firm in the same indus-

tryo The individual ratios of a firm may differ considerably from the 

industry averages because factors such as size, organizational structure 

or goals 9 and competition are not considered in forming the industry 

10 averageso Also, because cooperatives operate in a dynamic world, it 

is impossible to state exactly what the numerical value of a given ratio 

should be for any one cooperativeo 

9 Several references are available, among them are: Henry Ponder 9 

"A Business Study of Selected Oklahoma Cooperative Grain Elevators 9 

1953- 1955" (unpublished Mo So Thesis 9 Oklahoma State University, 1958) 9 

found throughout dissertation; Clifford Alston, Agricultural Cooperatives
Analxses .2£., Financial Statements, University of Arkansas Agricultural 
Extension Service Circular Noo 471 (Little Rock, 1951), found through-
out circular; and Do No Donaldson and Po Vo Hemphill, Operating Practices 
2!, Farmers 9 Cooperative Elevators .!a, Colorado, Colorado Agricultural 
Experiment Station Bulletin Noa 397 (Fort Collins p 1932), pp o 36-370 

10 Schermerhorn, po 180 



Many ratios can be computed when analyzing a firm vs financial 

position o Each of these ratios i llustrates a specific part of the 

fi rm vs activi tieso Although each of these ratios is important in 

determini ng the specific cause of a weak financial position, manage

ment often wants a specific value which illustrates its overall finan

cia l pos i t i on based on several underlying financial factors. Manage

ment has been able to look at a set of its own ratios and compare these 

r a t ios with certain standard ratios o Often these standards have been 

outdated or have not been established for a specific industry o Even 

when the standard r atios are current and for a given homogeneous 

industry, comparing a large set of ratios becomes cumbersome and fails 

to give an overall picture of the financial state of a firm . Given 

a standa rd set of ratios to compare with a single firm's observed 

ratios 9 management is faced with the problem of determining which 

ratios are of mos t importance ; that is , which ratios, if improved , 

7 

may be most beneficial to the cooperatives o For a firm with several 

sub-standard rat i os , management may not know which ratio is most impor

tan t in impr oving i ts financial positiono 

To avoi d some of these shortcomings financial indices may be 

computed from t he rati oso The indices developed give a single evalua

tion of a firmv s overall financial condition which may be compared with 

a standard index value o Through the development of financial indices 

t he importan t rat ios will be selected and the actual importance of each 

r a tio evalua t ed . 
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Objectives 

The general purpose of this study i s to develop information by 

which directorsD managers and member- owners can evaluate the current 

position of their own business relative to selected comparative 

statisticso The statistics developed should be designed to serve as 

bench~marks for management in the decision making process and to 

determine deletious areas within the cooperative, which,if corrected, 

should increase efficiencyo 

The short run objectives of research on firm efficiency should 

b d ' d di i h fi of the firmo 11 An h e irecte towar ncreas ng t e pro ts y ot er 

objective is not likely to motivate management to utilize the findings 

of the researcho Thus , the assumption is made that the cooperatives 

as economic firms are motivated toward obtaining higher earnings for 

the member-ownerso This objective of increased earnings is based on 

the assumption that increases in efficiency are ultimately reflected 

in price advantages to agriculture and society as a wholeo It is 

assumed that the benefits of increased efficiency are passed on to the 

farmero 

In an attemp t to provide management with current selected compara-

tive statistics the specific objectives of this study are: 

1. to develop current standards for selected financial 

ratios for Oklahoma's Cooperative Grain Elevators. 

2o to determine the relative importance of selected 

11 Clarence Phillip Baumel , "Productivity of Management in Local 
Cooperative Elevators" (unpublished Ph o D. dissertation, Iowa State 
University p 196l) j Po 140 
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financial and operating ratios in cooperative grain 

elevatorso 

3o to develop earnings and liquidity and solvency 

indices which can be used to determine the 

relative efficiency of management ij s efforts in 

each of these areaso 

Design of Study 

In the chapters that follow the study which was designed to meet 

the above objectives is described and the findings given. In Chapter 

II the source of the data is given along with some of the basic compu

tations made from the datao Chapter II is intended to give a conven

tional treatment of financial ratio analysiso Several industry wide. 

mean ratio-values are given in the chaptero These ratio-values may be 

considered as current ratio standards which a cooperative may use to 

compare with its own financial ratioso A discussion of each ratio 

illustrating its applications and limitations is also giveno 

Chapter III is a digression on the theory used in making the com

putations necessary for the development of the indices o Factor analysisp 

the technique used to develop the indicesp is discussedo A simple ex

ample to illustrate factor analysis is includedo Chapter IV describes 

the ratio selection technique and presents the indices developedo 

These indices are standards with which a cooperative can compare its 

overall financial position o An analysis of each index is also given 

in the chaptero 

Chapter V compares the ratios used in the indiceso Analyses of 

how the ratios change as total physical assets increase is presentedo 
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Comparisons of the indices are also made in this chaptero 

Chapter VI illustrates some applications of the indiceso Earnings 

index values are compared with liquidity and solvency index values, 

An analysis is made of selected cooperatives with unique index values 

in an attempt to determine the causes of these unique valueso Earnings 

index values are then compared with selected firm characteristicso 



CHAPTER II 

THE DATA AND CONVENTIONAL FINANCIAL RATIO ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the data that was used in 

the studyo A brief discussion of conventional ratio analysis is giveno 

Applications and limitations of each ratio are discussedo Tile computed 
't 

current standard for each ratio is also 'given in this chapter. 
' I 

Tile Data 

Tile data used in this study were ~btain~d from the annual audits of 

selected cooperative firmso All of the firms were members of the Farmers 

Cooperative Grain Dealers Association of Oklahoma, were primarily 

engaged in wheat marketing, and were typical of cooperatives in the areao 

Sixty-two firms were included in the studyo Fifty-nine of the firms 

were located in Oklahoma and three were state-line cooperatives estab-

lished in Texaso The majority of these cooperatives are located in 

the high wheat producing area of north central Oklahoma. Tile coopera-

tives market areas overlap in several locationso Thus, the cooperative 

elevators compete not only with each other, but also with independent 

grain dealers and independent commercial elevators. 

Tile information used in the study was taken from the fiscal audits 

for the crop years 1962, 1963, and 19640 It was important that the audit 

of each cooperative be available for all three years; therefore, only 

11 



firms that were members of the Grain Dealers Association for the total 

period of time covered by the study were included in the study. 

12 

The principal data used in the study were the simple averages of 

selected variables over the three-year period. The averaging process 

should have removed such factors external to the firm as weather 

conditions and internal factors ranging from re-financing to manage

ment changes. Because average values can be affected by extreme values 

and may therefore be far from representative of the sample, a simple 

average is not necessarily the most appropriate value to use. 

The data collected from the audits were selected to explore earning 

ability, liquidity and solvency, and other criterion for catagorizing 

the firms. The data obtained came directly from the balance sheets, 

operating statements, and trading statements. Balance sheet and oper

ating statement data were used in developing the ratios studied. Trading 

statement data were used in classifying the firms. 

A major limitation of the study is that the firms analyzed did not 

have the same fiscal year. The levels of some inputs such as accounts 

receivable and inventories fluctuate widely during the year. Under 

these conditions the financial data for two firms with different fiscal 

years could indicate a wide difference in the quantity of inputs even 

though the cooperatives might actually be using approximately the same 

amounts of each input. Two cooperatives having different fiscal years 

can be compared only with extreme care. The distribution of the fiscal 

year beginning dates for the firms studied is shown in Table I. 

The cooperatives selected were divided into three groups according 

to the value of their total physical assets in an attempt to have more 
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nearly homogeneous groups. The three groups are: (1) small; (2) medium; 

and (3) large firms. Twenty-nine 'firms had less than $500,000 of total 

TABLE I 

DISTRIBUTION OF BEGINNING OF FISCAL YEAR FOR COOPERATIVES STUDIED 

Beginning 
Date 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

Number of 
Firms 

8 

2 

5 

18 

8 

0 

Beginning 
Date 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Number of 
Firms 

0 

0 

0 

4 

9 

8 

physical assets and were grouped as "small firms". Nineteen firms had 

total physical assets from $500 p000 to $749,999 and were grouped as 

"medium firms". The "large firms" ranged from $750;000 and up in total 

physical assets. Fourteen firms were included in this group. The 

largest firm studied had total physical assets in excess of $5p000 9000 

while the smallest firm had less than $150 9 000 worth of total physical 

assets. 

Ratio Analysis As Used in the Study 

Many people have difficulty understanding and interpreting a finan-

cial audit. The managerp directori or member- owner who is not accustomed 
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to looking through several pages of a financial rep~rt might of necessity 
', . . . . . 

~ '. ;'ti . . . ,· • . . 

think in terms of a few individual ffgures ';to 1det:Eirmine where weak p~ints 

and strong points lieo 

A ratio shows the relationship between two quantities and is derived 

by dividing one of the quantities by the othero The base is the divisoro 

Some ratios are multiplied by one-hundred to obtain values greater than 

oneo An example of the ratio of gross earnings to gross sales would be 

computed as follows: 

Gross earning to • gross earnings 223.892 
X 100 • 13048 • gross sales gro.ss sales 1 660 496 

" p ' 
.' ' .~. ' . 

This ratio indicates that gross earnings are 13048 percent as large as 

gross sales orj alternatively stated, earnings are $13048 per $100 of 

gross saleso 

Ratios are used because a comparison of absolute figures from 

financial reports will not give a true financial picture of the firm 

when firms are handling different volumes of business or have different 

amounts or combinations of assetso In all probability a firm's volume 

of business and facilities will not be the same over a period of years 

either; therefore, a ratio gives a more logical comparison of financial 

statement datao 

The figures used in computing ratios are based on a combination 

of recorded factso These figures are valued in accordance with account-

ing principles and their monetary size is often determined by personal 

judgmentso The value of assets fluctuates over time due to change in 

the purchasing power of moneyo Personal judgment enters into the esti-

mation of many items used in computing ratioso Among the items most 

commonly affected are inventoriesp reserve for bad debts, the rate and 
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metho9 of dep reciation, and the value to be carried on the balance sheet 

or transferred to the income statemento 

The ratios studied were grouped according to liquidity and solvency 

or earnings with major emphasis on earnings ratioso Tests for earning 

ability measure the economic efficiency of a firm and usually are related 

t o the return on investment or saleso Liquidity and solvency ratios 

were included because the maximization of earnings is no guarantee of 

financial healtho The drive for high eax;nings can force cooperatives 

to the brink of bankruptcy because of the strain placed on the capital 

structure by the requirements necessary to support these driveso For 

example~ a cooperative may be operating on mostly borrowed capital to 

show high earnings on net wortho But· at the same time the cooperative 

may find itself so much in debt that outside management may be forced 

on ito 

Liquidity ratios measure the firm ' s ability to meet current obliga

tions while solvency ratios test the firm ' s ability to meet the interest 

costs and repayment schedules associated with its long- term obligationso 

A large number of ratios were initially studied to insure as many 

logical combinations of ratios as possibleo Only those ratios for which 

the necessary information was available in the audits could be studiedo 

Other possible ratios were not studied because of a lack of homogenity 

among the firmso For example p no analysis of salaries and wages p per se 9 

was made because of different wage rateso Many other variations in costs 

are not discernibleo These cost differences should be recognized as a 

shortcoming of the study and. ratio analysis in generalo 

Twenty-nine financial ratios were computed for each firm for the 
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crop years 1962, 19639 and 1964. These three annual ratios were averaged 

to find a mean of each ratio for each firm. The mean of each of these 

ratios when averaged over all firms is presented in Tables II and III. 

Tile mean ratios by size group are also presented. These ratios provide 

current standards to which local cooperatives can compare their own 

ratios. These standards partially fulfill one of the primary objectives 

of the study. The variance of each ratio among years was also computed 

and is shown in Appendices I and It. 

Interpretation of the Ratios 

Part I: Earnings Ratios 

In Part I each of the earnings ratios computed in the study is 

described. What the ratio consists of, how the ratio is computed, how 

it is used, and the limitations of each ratio is discussed. 

Gross earnings to gross sales ratios 

Three gross earnings to gross sales ratios were computed. Tiley 

were gross earnings tog (1) gross sales, (2) gross commodity sales, 

and (3) gross operating sales . Tile purpose of these three ratios is to 

show the effect of different relative sources of in·come and composition 

of sales. 

Gross earnings includes all sources of income -- gross earnings on 

commodities (sales less cost of goods sold), operating income (income 

from services such as storage 9 cleaning; mixing, plus other services), 

"other additions" (interest, rents; and odds~and-ends), patronage re

funds, and dividends received . Tile last two items were included because 

they are part of the overall operation and reflect certain policies and 



TABLE II 

EARNINGS RATIOS COMPUTED WITH MEAN RATIO VALUES FOR SELECTED OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE 
GRAIN ELEVATORS~ BY SIZE GROUPSi 1962-64 

Mean Ratio Values bl Size GrouE Rati-0 
Ratio Small Medium Large All Firms Relative to 

Gross earnings to gross sales 10 095 llo81 12040 llo53 :100 

Gross earnings to gross connnodity sales 11047 12 048 13021 12016 :100 

Gross earnings to gross operating sales 4o25 3o51 2o67 3068 ~l 

Gross sales to operating expense 14026 l:>o57 llo21 13.95 :1 

Gross commodity sales to operating expense ~3o 76 15.34 10.68 13052 : 1 

Gross operating sales to operating expense 50.97 66049 330 38 56.02 glOO 

Gross sales to fixed assets 5.45 4.60 4o34 4o95 :1 

Gross sales to total assets 2oA6 2o 17 2.07 2o29 :1 

Gross sales to net worth 3.53 2.88 2o98 3.22 :1 

Gross sales to receivables ' 3.9. 44 39.88 27 . 29 37.49 :1 

Gross sales to net working capital ~io~9 -150 79 -. 32 -7.07 :1 

Gross sales to year end inventories 30019 2L42 17.41 24.76 gl 

Net earnings to gross . sales 3o02 3.52 2.27 2.99 :100 

Net earnings to commodity sales 2o 75 3o61 2.36 2. 91 :100 

Net earnings to gross operating sales 8f>.12 118.43 5L47 87.68 :100 

Net earnings to net worth 8.b6 10.06 6.22 8.23 :100 

Net earnings to total assets 6.31 7.86 4o79 6.42 :100 

t--' 
....... 



TABLE III 

LIQUIDITY AND SOLVENCY RATIOS COMPUTED WITH MEAN RATIO VALUES FOR SELECTED OKLAHOMA 
COOPERATIVE GRAIN ELEVATORS ~ BY SIZE GROUPS~ 1962-64 

Mean Ratio Value by Size Group Ratio 
Ratio Small Meditnn Large All Firms Relative to 

Current r atio 4o57 2o 75 3oll 3o 71 :1 

Acid test 2o84 lo55 lo39 2o14 :1 

Current assets to accounts receivable So OS 4o30 3o31 4o41 :1 

Year-end inventories to current assets 44024 47 04 8 53 093 47 037 :100 

Year-end inventories to net working capital lo26 -o 72 0 72 056 :1 

Net worth to total assets 750 79 77 056 7L98 75045 :100 

Net worth to fixed assets lo 70 lo61 lo48 lo63 :1 

Net worth to total liabilities 8093 6005 So 86 7o40 :1 

Total assets to total liabilities 10 012 7o03 6 . 86 8.48 : 1 

Fixed assets to fixed liabilities 857 . 93 1.353 012 297 074 875 020 :1 

Current assets to total assets 25.89 25 054 26 . 48 25.92 ~100 

Fixed assets to total assets 46 . 71 49 . 74 49 . 86 48 . 30 :100 

..... 
00 
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management practices o Gross commodity sales were taken directly from the 

"Sales" division of the operating statement o This division includes all 

commodities such as grain , feed, fertilizer, gasoline, and other commod

ities o Operating sales are equal to operating income and are the sales 

of operating serviceso The sum of operating sales and commodity sales 

is total sales. 

These three ratios express the relationship between gross earnings 

and volume of busi ness. The ratios are significant because they show a 

direct measure of the margins between the buying and the selling prices 

determined by competitive conditions and are unaffected by actual opera

ting expenseso These margins should be large enough to cover all ex

penseso While the level of gross margins frequently is affected by 

compe titive considerations, cooperatives may be in a position to decide 

whether they take a l arger margin and refund the difference or if they 

will operate with a l ower margin and give the patron the benefit of the 

savings in their day- to- day transactions . 

The mean values for these three ratios and the other earnings ratios 

are found in Table !Io These ratio val ues may be used as industry wide 

standards . The mean ratio for gross earnings to gross sales for all firms 

is 11053 g 1000 This ratio value indicates that the average margin on 

each dollar 0 s worth of all types of sales is llo53 cents . The mean ratio 

for gross earnings to gross commodity sales for all firms is 12 . 16 cents 

for each dollar of sales. The mean gross earnings to gross operating 

sales ratio for all firms is 3.68 ~ 1 which indicates that the average 

gross earnings are 3.68 times as large as gross operating sales or oper

ating income. 
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The mean ratio values for the three size groups also are found in 

Table Ilo These means show several important changes in the values as 

the size of the cooperative changeso These changes will be discussed in 

Chapter Vo 

Gross sales to operating expenses ratios 

Three gross sales to operating expense ratios were calculatedo They 

were (1) gross sales, (2) gross commodity sales, and (3) gross ,opera

ting sales to operating expenseso The purpose of this breakdown was to 

show in more detail the relationship among the contributing factors to 

gross sales relative to operating expenseso 

These ratios show the relationship between the cost of doing busi

ness and the volume of businesso The ratios are measures by which the 

comparative operating efficiency of a firm may be evaluated. Normally, 

a high ratio is considered a favorable indicator. 

Operating expenses were calculated as the total of all expenses 

shown on the operating statement and include "expenses" plus "other de

ductions"o Caution must be exercised when using these ratios in comparing 

cooperatives because of the extraneous factors that affect the cost of 

doing business. An example of an extraneous factor affecting the cost of 

doing business would be the supply of labor which affects the wage rate 

the cooperative must payo Except for this limitation, the ratios are 

excellent guides for indicating excessive expenses. The significance of 

expenses to sales ratios are that they constitute a measure of the cost 

of doing business. Competitive conditions cause the establishment of 

relatively standard prices and sales services which competing businesses 

must meet; thereforep the costs that vary most are the internal or 
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operating costs o 

The mean ratio for gross sales to operating expenses for all firms 

is 13095 i l o This indicates that there are 13095 dollars of gross sales 

for every dollar of operating expense. Two approaches can be used to 

i mprove this ratio: (1) increase sales per dollar of operating expense 

or (2) decrease operating expense for a given volume of sales . The mean 

ratio for gross commodity sales to operating expense for all firms is 

13. 52 ~ 1 which indicates that gross commodity sales are 13. 52 times as 

large as operating expenses . This ratio is only slightly less than the 

ratio of gross sales to operating expense which indicates that gross 

salee are comprised mainly of commodity sales . The mean ratio for gross 

operating sales to operating expense for all firms is 56 . 02 : 100 which 

shows that gross operating sales are 0 . 56 times as large as operating 

expenses or that gross operating sales are slightly greater than one-half 

as large as operating expenses . 

Gross sales to fixed assets 8 total assets 8 and net worth ratios 

These ratios express t he relationship of the volume of business to 

fixed and total assets after allowance for depreciation ~ and the member~ 

owners investment. Fixed assets include only those listed under "per

manent assets" on the balance sheet . Total assets were taken directly 

from the asset page and include all assetsj current and fixed ~ plus other 

i nvestments . Net worth was computed as the sum of the members 9 equities 

plus capital and surplus . These figures consider only tangible net 

worth. 

These r ati os are important indicators of the efficiency with which 
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the capital investment in the cooperative is being usedo Alternatively, 

these ratios indicate the amount of capital that can be justified for 

a specified volume of business o A low ratio value may be the result of 

several things as: (1) too small a volume of sales; (2) too much capital 

in accounts receivable; (3) too much capital in slow-moving inventories, 

and (4) over-investment in facilities relative to the volume of businesso 

Cooperatives with large ratio values will be in a much better condition 

to show favorable earnings than those with low ratioso With competition 

and cost tending to set limits on gross earnings per dollar of sales, 

advantages gained through g~eater efficiency in the use of capital and 

other assets are basic aids in improving the earning ability of the 

. 2 
cooperativeo 

These ratios are also indicators of the turn over rate of the in-

vestment in the cooperativeo The fixed assets and total assets to gross 

sales ratios can show undesirable situations by being too high or too 

low o A high ratio value may mean a policy has been followed permitting 

these assets to depreciate without attempting to rebuild or repair the 

assets o A high ratio value would occur when the volume of gross sales 

is low per dollar of investmento 

The ratio of sales to fixed assets is especially useful to new 

cooperatives and to cooperatives considering expansiono Acquisition of 

more facilities than are necessary for the operation of a cooperative 

may be just as costly as the purchase of excessively priced facilitieso 

If cooperatives lease a large part of their fixed assets this ratio will 

2Ponder~ Po 1300 
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be high, however 9 the operating expense ratio which reflects rental pay-

3 ments will likewise be higher . 

The mean ratio for all firms is 4.95 : 1 for gross sales to fixed 

assets and indicates that gross sales are 4. 95 times as large as fixed 

assets or that for every dollar invested in fixed assets the firms have 

4. 95 dollars of gross sales . The mean ratio for all firms is 2.29 : 1 

for gross sales to total assets and indicates that gross sales are 2. 29 

times as large as total assets or that there are $2.29 of gross sales 

per dollar of assets. The mean ratio for all firms is 3. 22 : 1 for 

gross sales to net worth which shows that sales are ,3.22 times as large 

as the net worth or that eac~ dollar of member-owner investment turned 

over approximately 3 1/4 times during that year. 

Gross sales to accounts receivable, net working capita1 8 and year end 

inventories ratios. 

These ratios are three miscellaneous ratios expressing relation

ships to gross sales. The ratio of gross sales to accounts receivable 

is indicative of the cooperativ,e's policy on credit and debt collection. 

It is possible for a cooperative to have too rigid a credit policy, shown 

by an excessively high ratio, therefore, driving potential business to 

competitors. 

Gross sales to net working capital, the excess of current assets 

over current liabilities 0 is another indicator of the efficiency of 

capital. This ratio shows how well the net working capital is being 

used to support the sales of commodities and services. 

3 Ibidoo Po 1210 
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A rat io of year end inventories to gross sales was computed t o 

pr ovide a critera for optimum inventory levels o The value for year end 

inventories was taken directly from that quoted as inventories under 

current assets on the balance sheeto Since no data on average inven

tories was available , plus the fact that the audits examined ended at 

di fferent times of the year , this ratio can be used only with very much 

careo The mean for all firms is 37 049 : 1 for gross sales to accounts 

re ceivableo This ratio shows that for every $37 049 of gross sales an 

average of one dollar is on credit or i conversely, for every dollar of 

credit s ales t here are $370 49 of cash s aleso The mean ratio for all 

f i rms i s =7o 07 : 1 for gross sales to net working capital indi cates that 

sales ar e 7o 07 times as large as working capitalo The negative sign 

appears in the r a tio because some firms had a negative working capital 

valueo A f i rm with a small negative working capi t al will have a rela

tively l ar ge negative ratioo For example i for a firm having a working 

capital val ue of =$100 and sales of $10 p000 the ratio would be - 100 : lo 

Had the fi rm had a working capital of - $1 i000 with $10 , 000 of sales t he 

ratio would have been - 10 : l o When the ratio values for the few f i rms 

t hat had nega tive working capi tal were averaged with the other firms the 

overall ratio remained ne gat ive o 

The mean ratio is 24076 : 1 for gross sales to year end inventories 

which shows tha t sal es are 24 076 times as large as year end invent ories 0 

Assumi ng t hat year end i nventories are similar to the cooperative 9 s 

average i nven t ory i t coul d be stated that the inventory turned over 

approximate ly 25 times during the yearo 

: 
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Net earnings to gross sales ratios 

Three of these ratios were examined: (1) net earnings to gross 

sales , (2) net earnings to gross commodity sales, and (3) net earnings 

to gross operating saleso This breakdown was used: (1) to examine the 

contribution of commodity sales and operating sales to net earnings and 

(2) to show the relationship of net income to volume of businesso These 

ratios must be used with care because cooperatives must have comparable 

price and credit policies if the ratios are to be used as accurate guides 

to compare earning efficiencyo Net earnings, the residual after all 

costs have been deducted from the receiptsi are usually found as the last 

figure on the operating statemento 

These ratios are significant because they show the outcome of all 

business activityo A larger ratio indicates greater financial efficiencYo 

Maladjustments in any of the fundamental functions of the business affect 

the net earnings and usually will be reflected in an unfavorable net 

earnings to sales ratioo It is possible that one unfavorable situation 

may be counter-balanced by an especially favorable situation in some 

other function and the ratio will not be distortedo A more thorough 

analysis must be made with these ratioso An unfavorable ratio is a 

signal for a cooperative to examine its basic activities and policies, 

relative turnover of inventories and accounts receivable, the relation-

ship of volume of sales to total investmentp gross margins and purchasing 

4 policies, and direct expense and overhead charges o Net earnings are 

4Ho Eo Larzelere, Financial Management Analysis .2f Farmer vs 
Cooperatives .!!!, Michigan 0 Michigan State College Agricultural Experiment 
Station Special Bulletin Noo 315 (East Lansing, 1942), ppo 60- 750 
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also important factors affecting membership morale o 

The mean ratio for all firms is 2o99 100 for net earnings to gross 

sales and shows that for a dollar's worth of sales average net earnings 

are 2o99 centso It can also be stated that net earnings are 00299 times 

as large as gross sales o The mean ratio for all firms is 2o91: 100 for 

net earnings to gross commodity sales and is only slightly less than the 

mean for net earnings to gross sales o This indicates that gross sales 

are made up almost entirely of commodity sales o The mean ratio for all 

firms is 87068 g 100 for net earnings to gross operating sales which 

indicat es that on an average for every dollar of gross operating sales 

there are 87068 cents of net earnings corning from both operating and 

commodity saleso Since this ratio does not indicate the relationship or 

the contribution each factor makes to net earnings the ratio has little 

valueo 

Net e~rnings to net worth and total assets ratios 

The ratio of net earnings to net worth measures the relationship of 

income to members 9 equityo It i ndicates the degree of success with which 

t he total investment of the members is employed o Since the ratio indi

cates the earning power of the cooperative in relation to invested capi= 

tal 9 investors and potential investors are interested in ito 

The net earnings to total assets ratio indicates the relationship 

between total assets and net earnings o This ratio demonstrates the 

effectiveness of the contribution of assets to net earnings o This ratio 

suffers the same limitations as the other ratios which use total assets 

to compare ratios of different cooperatives because of the variation in 

costs and valuation of i dentical assets o The ratio's greatest value is 
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for compar·ing the ratios of a given cooperative over a period of yearso 

The mean net earnings to net worth ratio for all firms is 8023 g 100 

and indicates that for every dollar of member equity net earnings are 

8023 centso The mean net earnings to total assets ratio value for all 

firms is 6042 g 100 which indicates that the average return on a dollar 6 s 

worth of assets is 6042 centso 

P,!lrt II g Liquidity and Solvency Ratios. 

In Part II each of the liquidity and solvency ratios computed in the 

study are describedo What the ratio consists of, how the ratio is com-

puted 9 how it is used 9 and the limitations of each ratio is discussedo 

The relationship of many of these ratios to earnings is also discussedo 

_9urrent Ratio (current assets to current liabilities) 

This ratio is one of the most commonly used indices of financial 

strengtho A larger ratio indicates a strong liquidity positiono The 

ratio has value in estimating the probable ability of the cooperative to 

pay its current debts from presently owned assetso These assets should 

be available for expenditure in the form of cash as debt obligations 

become dueo 

Unless experience or comparison with similar firms proves otherwise, 

a satisfactory ratio standard of two to one usually indicates a reason-

5 able margin of safety for most cooperativeso With a current ratio of 

two to one 9 current assets can shrink 50 percent 9 current liabilities 
.. 

could still be met 9 and the solvency of the firm could be maintainedo 

5nonaldson and Hemphi11 9 po 350 
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Current assets in·this study included all the items listed under 

current assets on the balance sheeto Current assets include such items 

as cash on hand~ bank deposits, notes and various receivable, accrued 

storage receivables& and inventorieso Current liabilities are listed 

under the subdivision of "current" and "accruals and reserves" in the 

liabilities and net worth division of the balance sheeto Accounts pay-

able, notes payable, and taxes payable are exampleso 

This ratio should not be over-emphasizedo There are ·dangers in re-

lying on its use· aloneo An excessively high ratio may not always be 

indicative of good business practiceso If current assets consist mainly 

of cash on hand, management may be tempted to invest in unnecessary items 

or declare unwarranted dividendso The ratio may be excessively large if 

there are few current liabilitieso In these cases current ratios have 

limited value as a tool for analysiso When current assets are made up 

largely of inventories and accounts receivable, the ratio is good only 

6 so far as these items can be co_nverted to casho It is possible for a 

cooperative to build up a large inventory which makes the ratio appear 

favorableo This appearance is deceiving if the stock does not move 

quicklyo If the inventory is built up too high~ or reduced too low, the 

value of the current ratio as an analytical tool is reducedo Coopera-

tives with high ratios may be holding too much of their funds in cash 

reserves. To the extentthat capital is idle 9 the favorableness indicated 

·6···· ... 
Ponder, p~ 70a 
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is reduced o 7 

The mean current ratio for all firms is 3a71 ~ lo This ratio and 

the other liquidity and solvency ratio means are found in Table IIIo 

These ratio values may also be used as industry wide standardso This 

ratio indicates that on an average current assets are 3a71 times as 

large as current liabilitiesp or that each dollar of current indebtedness 

is covered by $3071 worth of current assetso 

Acid Test (current assets less inventorie~ to curtent liabilities). 

Extreme caution must be exercised when using the current ratio as 

a standard in times of declining prices, in periods of rapid improvement 

in the quality and nature of competing products, or in times of changes 

in demand for the cooperative 0 s inventorieso These influences may make 

inventories salable only at lower prices; slowly salable, or even unsal-

able. For added protection under these conditions the acid test ratio 

should be used to measure the ability of the cooperative to meet current 

debtso 

The acid test ratiop sometimes called the quick or liquid ratio, is 

computed by dividing liquid assets by current liabilities a The rule of 

thumb standard for this ratio is one to one~ 8 Th.e meaning of a ratio 

significantly different from this standard depends highly on the specific 

type of business in which the cooperative is engagec:lo For some coopera-

7 .. ·.. ··.·. 
Lewis Po Jenkins 9 Operatin3 Policies and Practices of.Cooperative 

··-Purchasing Association· in Mississi.ppi ~ Mississippi State College Agri
cultural Experiment Station Bulletin Noa 491 (State College~ 1952)~ 
ppo 25=26o 

8 Donaldson and Hemphillp p.; 36,, 
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tives large inventories are necessary for their continuanceo For example, 

a cooperative engaged in grain storage should have large inventories of 

grain to use its storage capacity efficiently. 

The mean value for this ratio is 2ol4 : ! .which indicates that liquid 

assets are more than two times as large as current liabilitieso This 

value indicates a generally strong liquid position among the cooperatives 

studied. 

Current assets to accounts receivable 

Accounts receivable is one of the most important items on the balance 

sheeto Accounts receivable are carried at a cost and sometimes prove to 

be uncollectible. For this reason cooperatives should analyze the quality 

of accounts receivableo This ratio should be above 2o5 to oneo A larger 

9 ratio would indicate a stronger financial position for the cooperative. 

This ratio is used to show the amounts of capital tied up in accounts 

receivable and it tells a great deal about the credit policy of the 

cooperativeo A large proportion of current assets in accounts receivable 

results in a small amount of capital available for operating or net work-

ing capital. If the- net working capital is reduced to a low amountp the 

10 advantages of cash purchases and volume buying cannot be realized. 

Before making a decision based on this ratio a check should be made 

on the items that comprise accounts receivableo Some accounts receivable 

may be extremely reliable~ but others may be somewhat doubtful. If in 

9Ponder, p. 90. 

10 · Jenkins, p. 26. 



all probability these accounts will be paid, a larger ratio may still 

indicate a financially sound operationo 
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The mean ratio for all firms in 4:41 ~ 1 which indicates that cur

rent assets are 4o41 times as large as accounts receivableo Alterna= 

tively stated~ accounts receivable compose less than one-fourth of the 

total current assetso 

X,ear end inventories to current assets and net working capital rati,os 

The year end inventories to current assets ratio is an indicator of 

the portion of current assets that are tied up in inventories. The ratio 

is used to indicate excessive inventories or a shortage of other current 

assetso Year end inventories to net working capital is an indicator of 

the portion of the net working capital that is in inventorieso The ratio 

is also used to indicate an excess or a shortage of inventories. 

Average inventory would have been a better indicator than year end 

inventory if these data had been availableo This ratio .is influenced 

greatly by the date the fiscal year ends and should be considered when 

making comparisons among cooperativeso 

Net working capital represents the owners~ investment in current 

assets and is used to procure the supplies and services needed for the 

operationo A cooperative needs adequate net working capital for: (1) 

carrying on normal business 9 such as paying bills on time and maintaining 

good credit relationships, (2) taking advantage of special price oppor= 

tunities; (3) expanding operations with nominal need for new capital; 

and (4) meeting emergencies and losses without disaster. In general 9 

the moment the cooperative 0 s inventories exceed the amount of net working 

capital 0 cash and receivables are insufficient to cover current 
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liabilities. This situation may lead to insolvency if additional funds 

11 are not forthcoming to meet maturing current obligations o 

The mean for all firms is 47037 ~ 100 for year end inventories to 

current assets which indicates that inventories compose about 47.4 per

cent of the current assetso The mean for all firms is Oo56: 1 for year 

end inventories to net working capital and indicates that inventories are 

slightly greater than one-half as large as net working capital. 

Net worth to total assets and fixed assets ratios 

These two solvency ratios express the relationship between the cap

ital furnished by the members to the total of all capital invested and 

the capital invested in fixed or permanent assets. Net worth to total 

assets is sometimes referred to as the patrons 0 equity ratio and demon

strates the cooperative 0 s ability to meet its long-term obligationso 

Net worth to fixed assets · shows how well the fixed assets. are covered by 

member ownership and is an alternative way of looking at liabilities to 

current assetso 

A low net worth to fixed assets ratio may be caused by the use of 

outside sources of capital or a relatively low fixed assets requirement. 

The net worth to total assets ratio may indicate which alternative is 

correcto The ratio alludes to both liquidity and solvency o If net worth 

is high relative to fixed assets 0 t he member-owners own their fixed assets 

which is a measure of solvency. Or if net worth is high compared to 

fixed assets, many assets may be in the mona liquid current asset form 

and thus liquidity is measuredo 

11 Schermerhorn, ppo 21-22. 
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A net worth to total assets ratio value of 50 to 100 is recommended 

for cooperatives with a relatively large proportion of fixed assets, and 

12 
a ratio of 70 to 100 is recommended for cooperatives with few assetso 

Because of their large fixed assets most cooperatives should have a 133 

to 150 g 100 ratio of net worth to fixed assetso Proportionately larger 

ratios are considered more favorableo Generally member-owners should 

attempt to provide the capital invested in fixed assets, t~e capital 

required for the extension of credit, and that portion of the investment 

in minimum inventories that cannot be obtained from open-book account 

credito It would be an unwise use of capital if the member-owners were 

to provide capital which could be obtained elsewhere at a lower costo 

It can be expected that a new cooperative or one which has recently 

expanded its facilities will have a low ratio of net worth to total assets 

relative to a cooperative that has been operating a longer period of timeo 

It is generally desirable to think in terms of continually improving the 

ratio by increasing the percentage of assets represented by member-owner 

13 equityo 

The investment in fixed assets generally decreases slightly from 

year to year since yearly depreciation charges on the fixed assets are 

greater than . the capital investments in most yearso Generally this trend 

occurs when the net worth of a cooperative is moderately increasing as 

net earnings accumulate and some portion of these earnings is retained 

12 Alston; po llo 

13 
Ho Eo Larzelere and Ro Mo King ~ Ratios.!:!, Measuring Sticks !2! 

Elevator~~ Supply Organizations, Michigan State College Agricul
tural Experiment Station Special Bulletin Noo 380 (East Lansing, 1952)~ 
ppo 22=2Jo 
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in the businesso When additional funds are invested or substantial losses 

assumed the yearly change is more pronouncedo Hence 1 the relationships 

be tween these· two items• except in abnormal situations , usually varies 

relatively little from year to yearo 14 Proof of this relationship can be 

seen in Appendix Table IIo 

Caution should be used when making comparisons between cooperatives 

with the net worth to· fixed asset ratioo Differences in policies concern

ing rates of depreciation and the capitalization of expenditures for 

maint:enance 9 replacements 9 and repair affect the relationship between 

the stated and actual value of fixed ass~tso Insufficient depreciation 

charges result in overstatement of net earnings while to capitalize re

placemen ts and repairs, which are necessary to maintain the assets, 

15 results in an understatement of net earningse 

The mean ratio for all firms is 75045 ~ 100 for net worth to total 

assets which indicates that approximately three-fourths of the total 

assets are owned by membership equityo This value also shows that cre

ditors own about one-fourth of the assets in the cooperativeso The mean 

ratio for all firms is lo63 1 for net worth to fixed assets which in-

dicates that net worth is 163 percent of fixed assets orll alternatively; 

that for every dollar o'f fixed assets there are $lo63 of membership 

equityo . 

Net worth to total liabilities ratio 

Since the invested funds (net worth) serve as a guarantee to cover 

14 Schermerhorn 9 Po 240 

15 Larzeler~ and King 9 Po 240 
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the liquidation of creditor liabilitiesp it is evident that the larger 

the net worth the smaller the liabilities, and the more security creditors 

possess o Ne t worth to total liabilities, sometimes called the worth-

debt ratio » measures the relationship of members' equities in the cooper-

ative to creditors 9 claims against the assets of the cooperativeo A high 

ratio is an indication of a strong financial structureo 

The net wort h should rarely be less than total liabilitieso When 

this situation exists p creditors have more at stake in the business than 

the owners o The handicap of interest charges, especially when competitors 

have no such expenses , may become a critical burdeno In addi t ion ~ spe-

cial credit termsp retention of title, or even a voice in management may 

be necessary to protect creditors o 

When analyzing this ratio ~ especially if total liabilities exceed 

tangible net wor thA it is advisable to determine the proportion of the 

total liabilities that are ac.counted for by the current liabilitieso If 

a major portion of a firm 0s total liabilities are deferred liabilities 

(non-current)» the ratio of net worth to total liabilities may be smallo 

This relationship is true because management has a longer peri od in which 

. 16 
to make plans to meet or solve its financial problems o 

The mean for all firms is 7o40 ~ 1 f or this r atio which indicates 

that total membership ·investment is more than seven times as large as 

creditor investmento This relatively high ratio value shows a very strong 

financial structure among the cooperatives studiedo 

16 Schermerhornp PPo 23- 240 
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Total assets to total · liabilities ·_ and ' fb:ed :assets to fixed liabilities 

ratios 

These two ratios are further breakdown of assets to liabilities o The 

ratios should indicate how well the liabili t ies are supported by assets o 

These two ratios are to be used with the major ratios discussed above o 

The possibility exists that a certain range of assets to liabilities is 

mor e desirable for overall operational efficiency than are other ranges o 

The composition of total and fixed assets and total liabilities has 

been discussed aboveo Fixed liabilities were taken directly from "other 

liabilities" on the balance sheet liabilities and net worth section of 

the auditso This value includes such items as mortgages payable to the 

Bank for Cooperatives; certificates of indebtedness. and long run notes 

payable o 

The mean ratio value for all firms for total assets to total liabi

lities is 80 48 g lo This value indicates that the total assets are 804 8 

times as large as total liabilitieso The higher the ratio the more sol

vent the cooperativeo 

Little can be said concerning an optimum for the fixed assets to 

fixed liabilities r at i oo The mean ratio value for all firms is 875 020 : l o 

Only moderate emphasis should be placed on this standard because of the 

variability among years for a given cooperativeo This variability is 

seen in Appendix Table !I o The mean does indicate that the investment 

in fixed assets is 875 times as large as the cooperatives' fixed liabili

tieso The ratio gives lenders of fixed or long term liabilities an indi

cation of the value of the security behind their loans o If the fixed 

assets have a stable value . more so than other assets, creditors would 
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prefer as high a ratio as possibleo The ratio should be used only with 

due consideration of the other asset-liability relationshipso 

Current assets and fixed assets to total asset ratios 

These two ratios were used in this study mainly to analyze the 

breakdown of the assets within the firmo Although these ratios are not 

commonly used 0 they were calculated with the idea that they might be use

ful in the analyses at another point in the studyo If any finn's ratios 

deviat e greatly from the mean of these ratios it would indicate a mis

allocation of invested resources within the cooperativeo 

These ratios can be indicators of the optimum combinations of asset 

types when considered with the other ratio values of a cooperativeo They 

can be used to indicate the proper balance of asset types by observing 

the values of these ratios among the firms having high earnings and in 

the optimum liquidity and solvency rangeo 

These ratios have limitations since some of the cooperatives main

tain a part of their facilities in fixed assets in order to render a 

service to memberso It is possible for a given cooperative to have a 

very low fixed asset to total asset ratio or a very high current asset 

to total asset ratio but be neglecting an investment in a much needed 

serviceo If 0 on the other hand, an over-investment is made in fixed 

faci ities 0 there is less capital available for operating purposes o It 

is also possible for a cooperative t o have a low fixed asset to total 

asset ratio because it has failed to replace worn out equipment and 

facilitieso This policy could lead to wastes from spoilage or losses 

from breakdowns which would in the long run cause added costsj customer 

dissatisfaction 0 and eventual loss of businesso 
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The mean ratio value for all firms is 25. 92 : 100 for current assets 

to total assets which indicates that current assets compose slightly more 

than one-fourth the total assets. The mean ratio value for fixed assets 

to total assets for all firms is 48.30 : 100 which indicates that slightly 

less than one-half the total assets are fixed. Current assets plus per

manent assets do not total 100 percent of total assets because "invest

ments" and "other assets" were not included in either category. Permanent 

assets include items such as land, buildings, and equipment. 

The above ratios are the ratios that were initially computed in this 

study. Some of these ratios are not conunon tools in financial ratio 

analyses. An extensive list of variables increases the probability 

that the correct variables would be selected for the indices to be 

developed later in the study. An analysis of all the ratios has been 

given considering the fact that many cooperatives may want to make com

parisons with all the ratio standards presented. If so, a source for 

comparisons and the meaning of the computations for each of these ratios 

is available. 



CHAPTER III 

THEORY FOR DEVELOPING FINANCIAL INDICES VIA FACTOR ANALYSIS 

The role of an economic model in empirical research is to specify 

the important variables in a specific problem and to describe the struc-

tural relationship among these variableso Restrictions, which include 

manageability~ necessitate the specification of only the important vari-

ableso Hence, a model often abstracts from reality. 1 Baumol says that 

a useful model describes an imaginary world that is suffici~ntly complex 

and similar to r~ality to permit one to make inferences from the data. 

In addition, a model should be sufficiently simple to be easily under-

stood and also be capable of manipulation with available toolso The model 

should approximate the real world well enough to permit one to have 
' 

confidence in the implications drawn from it. 

Use of Factor Analysis to Develop Indices 

Numerous variables could be considered for each of the models devel-

oped in this studyo The models developed were in the form of indices o 

Estimation of an index with important variables excluded results in bias. 

To overcome this bias attempts were made to construct artificial variables 

as combinations of the real variables. Factor analysis is a method which 

1w. J. Baumol, Business, Behavior, Value~ Growth (New York and 
London, 1959), Po 3. 
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may be used to handle these types of problemso 

Factor analysis is a mathematical extension of correlation analysiso 

It is a branch of statistical theory concerned with the resolution of a 

set of descriptive variables in terms of a small number of categories or 

factorso This resolution is accomplished by the analysis of the inter-

correlation of the variableso The basic data of factor analysis are a 

matrix of correlation coefficients of the variables to be studiedo A 

satisfactory solution yields factors which convey the essential informa-

tion of the original. set of variableso The primary objective. in factor 

analysis is to attain economy of descriptiono 

This objective should not be construed to mean that factor analysis 

necessarily attempts to discover the "fundamental" or basic catego1;;i.es 

2 in a given field of investigationo ,While the goal of complete descrip= 

tion cannot be reached, theoretically it may be approached practically 

in a limited field of investigation where a relatively small number of 

variables is considered exhaustiveo Factor analysis gives a simple inter-

pretation of a given body of data and thus gives a fundamental description 

of the particular set of variables analyzeda 

The primary use of factor analysis in this sutdy is to reduce a 

matrix of correlation coefficients to the smallest possible number of 

factors which account, for the interrelationship between the variables in 

the matrixo The relationship between the variables must be at least 

2r<arl Holz;nger and Harry Harman, Factor Analysis,.! Synthesis .2£. 
Factorial Methods (Chicago 9 1941), Pa 3o 
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partially a function of their common relationship to some more general 

dimension or dimensions. 3 Factor analysis is used in this study to derive 

an index from several variables where the variables are the observed 

financial statement ratios. 

Factor analysis~ or the principal component technique, is used in 

this studyo The first principal component contains more statistical in-

formation about the variables than any other value and maximizes the 

variance of an index developed from the component and associated weights. 

It also maximizes the sum of the squared correlations between the index 

and the several variables or ratioso Maximum variation in the resulting 

index enables this index to discriminate effectively between high, medium, 

and low valueso After the first component is determined, each succeeding 

principal component contains more of the residual statistical information 

than any other valueo 

Not all the variation in a matrix of correlations may be accounted 

for by common factors since each variable may also include some tmique 

variance and error variance. In analyzing a matrix by factor analysis 

it is possible to find three types of factors~ (1) common factors which 

usually account for relatively large proportions of the variance of 

particular variables 9 (2) a group factor present in some but not all 

variables, and (3) a unique or error factor which accounts for variance 

which is not accounted for by its relationship with other variableso 

Common and group factors are necessary in order to account for the 

3 Daryl Hobbs 9 "Use of Factor Analysis in a Farm Managemert Study" 
(Pape,r presented at Symposium on "Present: Use and Potential of Linear 
Programming and other Operations Research Techniques in Farm Management 
Extension'\ University of Missourip Columbia; Missourip January, 1965) » 
P• 2. 
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P F for the m factors accounting m 

for the intercorrelation of the variables 9 and u19 u2 , o o • • ~n for 

the unique factors 0 the complete linear expression for any variable 

Zj (j • 1 9 2 0 3, • o op n) may be written as 

zj • ajl F1 + aj2 F2 + o o + ajm Fm+ aj uj 

There are n equations of this form, one for each of then variables, 

or 9 in this study one for each ratioo Equation (3.1) can be written 

explicitly for the value of a variable Zj for a particular observation 

i (i • 19 2. o o oe N) as: 

where Zji is the notation for a variable or ratio of the particular 

observation, in this study a particular cooperative. Fji is the notation 

for hypothetical factorsp aji is the notation for the factor coefficients 

or weights which are constant, and Uji is the notation for the unique 

factors of the variable. The essential problem of factor analysis is to 

determine the coefficientsp aji• 

As implied by the above expression. it usually requires more than 

one factor to represent a particular variable. In accounting for the 

variance of a particular variable 9 the Hum of the squares of the several 

common and group factor coefficients for the variable and unique and 

4 error variance are the major components and is known as connnunality. 

There are m factors or principal components of the observed variables o 

It is assumed that these are N values of each of then factors, 

4 Ibid 9 P• 3. 
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corresponding to the N individuals of the sample. Frequently most of the 

statistical information. of these variables rests in the first few princi-

pal components. If so , the components with relatively small weights can 

be ignored and the objective of constructing h hypothetical variables 

from n variables where h < n can be fulfilled. 

Factor Analysis Computations 

It is beyond the scope of this study to give a complete description 

of the computational procedures involved in factor analysis . There are 

5 several sources available for this purpose. Essentially the solution 

involves successive extraction of factors, first from the original matrix 

and subsequent factors from successive residual matrices, until residuals 

are reduced to near zero. Since the study uses only the first factor the 

discussion is l imited to the computation of this factor. 

6 
To replace a set of standardized variables by a more fundamental 

set of variabl es F1 , ••• , Fm• the following procedure is used. I f the 

factor pattern i s t aken to be 

(3.3) 

with the uni que factor omitted, the communality of Zj is then given by 

5Among the sources available are Gerhard Tintner, Econometrics 
(New York, 1950) , pp . 102- 114, and Holzinger and Harman, pp . 155-179. 
nie following explanation of factor analysis follows that given by 
Harry H. Harman , Modern Factor Analysis (Chicago , 1960), pp . 154- 157. 

6A standardi zed variable is equal to the deviation of the observa
tion from the vari able mean divided by the standard deviation of the 
variable • . 
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variables Z j • 

(3.4) 

is to reproduce, the original correlations between the 

2 In generalp the term ajt indicates the contribution or 
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weight of the factor Ft to the communality of Zjo The sum of the contri

butions of the first factor F1 to the communalities of then variables 

is: 

(3.5) 

The first stage of the principal component method involves the 

determination of the first factor coefficients or weights, ajl' so as 

to make the sum of the contribution of that factor to the total commun-

ality maximum subject to the restrictions that the correlations are re-

produced by the .pattern in (3.3). The conditions may be expressed as 

follows: 

( j , k, • 1, 2, • • • , n) (3.6) 

2 
The rjk is the connnunalityp Hj, of the variable zj. As the connnunality 

stands the variance has no maximum; that isp (3.6) could be increased 

2 infinitely by multiplying all the aji by a constant greater than one. 

To avoid this, the variance of the variable j is maximized subject to 

the condition (restraint) that the sum of the squared weights is unity; 

that is P so that 

2 2 2 2 
ajl + aj 2 +. o o + ajt + o o • ajm • 1 (3.7) 

To do this Lagrange multipliers7 are particularly well adapted. This 

7 . 
J. Parry Lewisp An Introduction to Mathematics for Students of 

Economics (LondonD 1962)0 pp. 238-250.- - -
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method will be employed to maximize Ai which is a function of the n coef

ficients ajl' under the conditions (3.6) among all the·.-coeffic:f:ents ajt9 

Let 
n n m 

T • Ai - l l,ljkrjk • Al - l l l,ljk8 jt8kt• 
j,k•l j,k•l t•l 

(3. 8) 

where l,ljkare the Lagrange multipliers. The next step is to set the 

partial derivative of this new function T•1with respect to any one of the 

n coefficients ajl equal to zero, t.e.; 

(3.9) 

and similarly set the partial derivative with respect to any of the other 

coefficients ajt (t, 1) equal to zero, i.e., 

n 
3T•-r1,1a. •O 
~ k•l jk kt 
D' aj t 

(3. l,O) 

'lbe two sets of equations (3.9) and (3.10) may be combined as follows: 

(t - 1,2, ••• ,m) (3.11) 

where 6lt • 1 if t • 1 and 6lt • 0 if t ~ 1. 

By multiplying (3.11) by ajl and summing with respect to j the 

following equation is 

(3.12) 

n 
'lbe expression l l,ljkajl is equal to ~1 according to (3.9) and setting 

j•l 
ti . 2 f .ajl • · ).l" equation (3.12) may be written as: 
j•l 

(3.13) 
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When (3ol3) is multiplied by ajt and summed overt, this equation becomes 

or by using (306) 

(3ol5) 

The expression (3ol5) represents n equations, one for each value of 

jo The resulting system of equations for the solution of the unknown 

ajl may be written as follows: 

(h 2 1 = ii.) all + = 0 

0 

0 (3o16) 

oooooooooooooooooooooooeooo 

where A is a parameter independent of the ajt 0 so 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the system of equations 

(3o 16) to have a solution (in which not all unknowns are zero) is the 

vanishing of the determinant of the coefficients of the ajto That is, 

this system of linear homogeneous equations can have a non-trivial solu-

tion only if its determinant is equal to zero as seen belowo 

(h2 
1 

= >.) rl2 rl3 0 0 0 rln 

r21 (h2 
2 = A) r23 0 0 0 r2n 

t31 r32 (h2 - :>.) C 0 0 r3n = 0 
3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

rnl rn2 rn3 0 0 0 (h2 - ).) 
n (Jo 17) 
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When a simple root of the characteristic equation (3al7) is substi-

tuted for A in (3al6)g a set of homogeneous linear equations of rank 

(n-1) is obtaineda '!bis set of equations has a family of solutions, all 

of which are proportional to one particular solutiono It follows from 

the analysis for maximizing Ai that the factor of proportionality is 

A • 1 

n 2 
l a jl • ~ o 

j•l 
(Jo 18) 

Hence A1P which is to be maximizedp is equal to one of the roots of the 

characteristic equationp namelyp the largest root Alo Al is also the 

variance of the index developed from this datao 

The problem is to find the coefficientsp ajl' of the first factor, 

F1 p which account for as much of the communality as possi~leo The largest 

rootg Al g of (3o17) is substituted into (3al6)p and a solution for a11 P 

a21 P o o Oj anl is obtainedo To satisfy the relation (3o5) these values 

are divided by the square root of the sum of their squares and then mul~ 

tiplied by l~o 'lbe resulting quantities are 

ajl 1-r;= 
!f,j l ... (j•l,2po O og n) 

I 2 2 2 
Ill 11+ C 21 ·+ ooo+CI nl 

(3a 19) 

which are the desired coefficients of F1 in the factor pattern (3o3)o 

It may be observed that these values of ajl satisfy the condition (3a5) 

for upon squaring the expressions (3ol9) and summing 0 there results 



n 2 
l a jl = 

j=l 

2 
).1 (a 11 + 

2 
a 11 + 

2 
a 21 + o o o + 

2 
a 21 + o o o + 2 

a nl 

• ). = A 
1 1 
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(3o20) 

Having determined the coefficients ajl of the first factor F1 , one 

could proceed to find a second factor which would account for a maximum 

of the residual conununalityo However, because only the first factor was 

used in the study, computation of other factors will not be discussedo 

Simple Illustration of Factor Analysis and Development of an Index 

To illustrate the theory and methods described above a simplified 

example is presented belowo The example has three variables which are 

used to develop a scaled indexo 

If I is the index to be developed p it can be written 

(3o21) 

where the aj vs are constants to be determined in the analysis and the 

Xj ' s are the observed variables or ratioso The matrix of correlation 

coefficients between· the Xi, corresponding to (306), is 

loOOOO 05924 09762 

z = 05924 l oOOOO 05474 

09762 05474 loOOOO (3 o22) 

To obtain the weights aj for the index a solution must be obtained 

. 2 
for a set of equations such as (3al6) or the equivalent (3ol7). If Hj 

is set equal to one ~ (3 o16) can be simplified and rewritten for this 

example as 



(l-).)a1 + o 592a2 + o9762a3 = 0 

o5924al + ( 1-).)i 2 
+ o5474a3 = 0 

o9762al + 0547482+ · (l-).)a3 = 0 

2 2 2 whe r e a1 + a3 + a3 = lo Equations (3o23) can be simplified to 

1.ooooal + o5924a2 + o9762a3 • ).al 

.5924al + l o0000a2 + .5474a3 • ).a2 

o9762al + o5474a2 + lo0000a3 a Aa3 
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(3o23) 

(3o24) 

While these equations are necessary for a maximum solution, they are not 

sufficient. The necessary and sufficient conditions are discussed in 

de t ail above. 

Equations (3.24) have the trivial solution a1 • a2 • a3 • 0 and three 

nontrivial solutions 9 each with a different value of Ao The solution 

with the largest positive value of A is of interest in determining the 

first factor. Equations (3o23) can be solved by either of two processeso 

First 9 the determinant of the coefficients could be set equal to 

zero , solve for A1, and then solve for the aj. In a problem with few 

variables 9 t his is a reasonably simple tasko Such a direct solution is 

time consuming and laborious without an electronic computer, especially 

if a large number of variables is involvedo 

However p it is possible to solve the equivalent equations (3 o24) by 

an iterative procedureo The iterative process which is used in the 

example starts with an arbitrary set of trial values such as a1 • a2 = 

a3 = loOo Substituting a1 = a2 • a3 = loO into (3o24) yields a second 

appr oximation of ).a1 • 2o5686p ).a2 = 201398, and ).a3 • 205236. Tilese 

numbers could be used as second approximations of the weights, but to 
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keep the numbers comparable each approximation is divided by the first, 

which is 2.5686. This gives a second approximation of the weighta 

1.0000, .8331, and .9825. '!his process can be continued and eventually 

will converge to the correct set of weights. Further iterations will 

not significantly change the weights. A partial work.sheet for this 

process is as follows: 

· Trial vaiues of the aj 
Trial or 

Iteration No. (1) (2) (5) (6) 

al 1.0000 1.0000 0 0 0 0 1.0000 1.0000 

a2 1.0000 .8331 0 • • • • 7916 • 7912 

a3 1.0000 .9825 • • • • .9852 .9852 

Estimates of the ).aj from (3.24) 

2.5686 2.4526 0 0 0 0 2.4037 2.4305 

2.1398 1.9633 

2.5236 2.4147 

. . . . 
. . . • • 

1.9233 

2. 3947 

1.9230 

2. 3946 

(7) 

1.0000 

• 7912 

.9852 

(3.25) 

After seven iterations the w~ .. ights. ajD are found to be 1.0000, .7912, 

and .9852 as presented in the last column of (3.25). "nle variance of 

this index, the value of At and the sum of the squared correlati0l'9 be-

tween the index and the three variables is 2.4305. 

3 2 
nie sum of the squares of these numbers ( l a j) equals 2.5966. 

j•l, 
3 2 

Since it is necessary that the la • 1, each aj must be divided by 
j•l j 

the square root of the sum of the aj. "nle square root of 2.5966 is 

1.6114. "nlis gives the weights a1 • .6206, a2 • .4910, and a3 • .6114. 
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The contributi ons of Al to the variance of the standardized variables 

are the squares of aj o It follows then that Al explains about 39o5 per

cent of t he standardized variation of z1 , about 24o9 percent of the stan

dardized variation of z2 , and about 37 o4 percent of the standardized 

variation of z3o 

The index could be written 

(3 o26) 

where Zj is equal to x/sj (xj is xj - xj; and s j the standard deviation 

of Xj)o The sjvs of the X vs were s "" j 1 1. 3298, s 2 = 100296, and s 3 = 

lo0363o By dividing aj by these sj the index can be expressed as 

This index would be zero for any observation having all variables 

equal to zeroo The index can be scaled to 100 when all xj = xj by deter

mining a constant K such that 

(3o 28) 

The index is scaled to 100 because this value is a convenient bench marko 

The index value of 100 is then the base for juding the observed index 

values of the observations studiedo The equation for the scaled index 

becomes 

In this example the mean values for the variables were: x1 • 20 081, 

x2 = llo05~ and x3 = 100570 When these values are inserted into equation 

(3o27) the index value is 21003770 Upon multiplying all the weights in 
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the equation by Kt which equals 100/21.0377 or 4.7534i the following 

scaled index is derived. 

Iscal~d = 2.2185X1 + 2.1733X2 + 2.8046X3 (3. 30) 

For an observation having the mean of each variable the index is 

I l d = 2.2185 (20.89) + 2.1733 (11.05) + 2.8046 (10e57) = 100.008 
sea e 

This chapter has outlined factor analysis and illustrated how it 

can be used to weight variables to form indices. The development of 

these indices has also been demonstrated. The chapter also provides the 

theory and computational steps used to develop the indices derived later 

in the thesis. 

, , .; ... 

8 . 
For a more detailed example see James D. Cowhig, .Em, Operator 

Level-of=livin.s Indexes 12!. Counties ,2£, ..Eh!, United States .!21Q, ~ 1222,, 
United States Department of Agriculture Statistical Bulletin No. 321 
(Washington, 1962) 9 pp. 23-24. 



CHAPTER IV 

'DIE DEVELOPMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF INDICES 

'Ibis chapter describes the ratio selection technique used to prepare 

the data for the development of the indices o A reduction in the number 

of ratios is essential for developing manageable indices o An analysis 

is then made of each of the indices developed, using the theory explained 

in · Chapter III • 

Ratio Selection Technique 

A matrix of correlation coefficients showing the correlations of 

each ratio with all other ratios was determined to find the first prin

cipal component. The three year average of each ratio for each coqpera

tive was used to detemine these correlations o With a large number of 

ratios, many of which varied only sUghtly from other ratios, it was 

expected that several ratios would be highly correlated. High correla

tion of ratios was a criterion used in deleting ratios from the study 

for two reasons: (1) It was necessary to reduce the size of the matrix 

of correlation coefficients to the capacity of the computing equipment 

available (IBM 1410) for the factor analysis; and (2) ratios which are 

highly correlated are so much alike that the computations made from them 

would not show an important difference for the purposes of this studyo 

. The! acid ratio was found to be highly correlated with the current 

53 
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ratio. The correlation coefficient between these ratios were .971, .978, 

.925, and .958 for small, medium, large and the average of all firms 

respectively " This indicates a high relationship between current assets 

and current assets less inventories. The acid test ratio was removed 

from -the study because it was believed to have contained less total in-

formation than the current ratio. 

The net worth to total liabilities ratio was found to differ only 

trivially from the total assets to total liabilities ratio. The later 

ratio was removed from the study with the idea that the former is a more 

meaningful! ratio and indicates a more accurate measure of solvency. The 

correlation coefficients between the ratios were .990, 1.000, 1.000, .994 

for small, medium, large, and the average of all firms respectively. 

'nlis comparison indicates a high correlation between net worth and total 

assets with no important changes in the correlation of the ratios between 

' 
size groups. 

The current assets to accounts r eceivable ratio had a correlation 

coefficients of • 979 with the gross salr·~· t o accounts receivable ratio 

for the average of all cooperatives. This v.alue illustrates the high 

direct relationship between current assets and gross sales. A priori 

expectations were that the two ratios would be highly correlated because, 

logically, receivables increase with sales and increased sales usually 

are associated with increased inventories. The correlation coefficient 

for the ratios in each size group. This high correlation can be explained 

by the fact that when ratios are averaged the correlation between current 

assets and gross sales is high. However, when the finn~ are grouped 
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according to size some of the "averaging affect" is losto The correlation 

coefficients between the ratios for the small size group was 0869, the 

medium size groupj 0893, and the large group 07140 Not all current assets 

are items for sale; therefore,the receivables to total gross sales ratio 

was selected as a better measure of financial efficiency than the current 

assets to gross sales ratio and the current assets to accounts receivable 

ratio was deleted from the studyo 

The analysis also showed that the gross earnings to gross commodity 

sales ratio was highly correlated with gross earnings to gross saleso 

This hi gh correlation results because in most of the firms in the study 

operating sales make up a small percentage of the total sales and the 

two ratios increase proportionately in terms of relative amounts of sales o 

The ratio of gross earnings to gross commodity sales was deleted from the 

study because it is less inclusive than gross earnings to gross sales o 

The correlation coefficients between the ratios were 0997 8 0994, o993 ~ 

0994 for smallB medium, large and the average of all firms respectively; 

which for the purposes of this study show no important differenceso 

The ratio of gross sales to operating expense had a correlation co

efficient of 0986 when correlated with the ratio gross commodity sales 

to operating expense for the average of all firmso This high correlation 

results because of the small relative importance of operating sales in 

most firms studied and the direct relationship of the two ratios in abso

lute valueso The correlation coefficients between ratios were 0999 9 0967, 

and 0999 for the small 8 medium 8 and large firms respectivelyo Since the 

ratio of commodity sales to operating sales is less inclusive than the 

gross commodity plus operating sales ratio, the gross commodity sales to 
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operating sales ratio was deleted from he studyc 

It was also found that the correlation coefficient between net earn

ings to gross commodity sales and net earnings to gross sales was 0906 

for the average of all firmso This high correlation results because in 

most firms commodity sales are relatively low as a percent of total saleso 

The correlations between the ratios by size groups were 0803, 0961, and 

0995 for small , meditnn, and large firms respectivelyo The low correlation 

for the small size group may be explained by the fact that in small firms 

the variations in operating sales is greater relative to gross sales o 

Since small firms are likely to have smaller gross sales than large firms~ 

a slight variation in operating sales will show a relatively more pro

nounced effect on the gross sales o The net earnings to gross commodity 

sales ratio was deleted from the study because gross commodity sales plus 

operating sales are more inclusive than commodity sales o 

Net earni ngs to net worth and net earnings to total assets were 

found to be highly correlatedo This high correlation results because net 

worth and assets are highly correlatedo The correlhtion coefficient 

was 0888~ 0886 9 0955 and 0896 for the small~ medium , large and the 

average of all firms respec tively o The net earnings to total assets 

ratio was deleted from the study because net worth gives a better measure 

of financial efficiency than total assets o Total assets cannot be as 

accurately measuredo 

After these reducti ons 13 earnings ratios and 9 liquidity and sol

vency r atios remainedo The correlation coefficients of these 22 r atios 

for all firms are found in Appendix Table IIIo The correlation coeffi

cients for t he rada; deleted are similar to the coefficients for ratios to 
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which they were highly correlatedo For this reason they are not pre-

sentedo The earnings correlation coefficients matrix had to be reduced 

by two more ratios in order to fit the computing equipment availableo 

Gross sales to year end inventory was deleted because of the lack of 

uniformity of fiscal year ending periodso Gross sales to fixed assets 

was also deletedo This ratio was removed because the remaining ratios 

seemed to be better indicators of economic efficiencyo 

With these deletions the matrices of correlation coefficients were 

reduced to a manageable size for the principal component analysis o These 

coefficients, carried out five decimal places, were used to determine 

the principal componentso The principal component of each matrix was 

1 determined using the procedures outlined in Chapter IIIo 

The index weights for each ratio of the earnings and liquidity and 

solvency matrices for each size group and the average of all firms were 

determinedo The findings showed that when 11 earning variables and 9 

liquidity and solvency variables were used in the analysis some variables 

(ratios) contributed very little to the total indexo In comparing the 

results of several indicesp each based on a different number of variables 9 

the index that gives the greatest variance would usually be selectedo 

With several variables the total variance becomes quite higho I t became 

apparent that the variance would be only slightly affected by the dele-

tion of selected variableso Therefore, the first principal component 

explained less of the total variance of the standardized variables o 

1 The program used for these computations was written by Fo J o Carbato 
and Mo Merwin of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and edited by Edgar 
Butler of Oklahoma State University, "Eigenvalues and Vectors of a Real 
Symmetric Matrixo" 
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A decision rule was devised to delete variables that had a trivial 

influence on the overall index valueo The rule was: Any ratio for which 

a ten percent deviation from the mean of that ratio would cause less than 

a two percent change in the scaled index would be removed from the indexo 

nie ratios meeting this standard remained in the study and will be refer-

red to as the selected ratios throughout the remainder of the studyo 

The index values of the cooperatives were ranked in each firm size 

group and for the average of all firms o .This ranking was performed for 

indices based on the original set of 11 and 9 variables used in computing 

the weights and a second ranking using only those variables and associated 

weights that were selected by using the decision rule o The "sign rank 

2 test" was run on the differences between each pair of ranks and no signi-

ficant differences at the 95% confidence level were found between any 

pair of rankso Thus~ the hypothesis was not rejected that the index 

based upon the reduced number of variables contained the same statistical 

information as the index developed from the original correlation coeffi-

cient matriceso 

Indices for the Average of All Firms 

Earning~ index 

The selected earnings ratios j for the average of all firms, their 

mean values ~ weights ~ and contributions to the scaled index are given in 

Table !Vo The ID (identification) column gives the Xj which represents 

each ratio i n the indices derived and throughout the study o 

2 Bernard Ostle, Statistics ,!!l Research (Ames, 1963), P o 4680 



TABLE IV 

SELECTED EARNINGS RATIOS, MEAN RATIO VALUES, WEIGHTS, AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCALED INDEX FOR AVERAGE OF ALL FIRMS 

Ratio 

Gross sales to 
Operating expense 

Gross sales to 
total assets 

Gross sales to 
net worth 

Gross earnings to 
gross sales 

Mean 
ID ratio value 

xl 13 . 95 1 

x2 2 .:29 1 

x3 3. 22 1 

X4 llo53 100 

Weight 

30255 

37 . 627 

12 . 916 

-6 . 335 

Contribution 
to scaled index 

45 . 43 

86 . 07 

4L55 

-73 . 05 
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The first principal component of the matrix of intercorrelations of 

these selected ratios (>.1), also known as the first factor, is 2. 452 . 

The total variance of the four standardized variables is 4o0 o The >. 1 of 

2o 452 is 61o 3 percent of 4. 0, thus:_ >. 1 and index developed from it explains 

61 . 3 percent of the total variance of the four standardized variables . 

The second principal component (second largest root, A2) explained only 

24 0 7 percent of the variation . The difference in percent of explanation 

between the Al and the A2 shows that fluctuations in the four variables 

may be fa i rly well represented by one factor . Al accounts for nearly 

two- thirds of the variance of t he individual variables . It follows that 

>.1 explains 22 c6 percent of the standardized variation of x1 , 32 . 7 per

cent of x2 P 16 . 1 percent of x3P and 28 . 6 percent of the standardized 

variation of x4• 

The equation for the scaled index is: 
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IAE • 3o255X1 + 37.627X2 + 12.916X3 - 6.355X4 (4.1) 

Gross sales to total assets (X2) makes the largest contribution to the 

scaled index column of Table !Vo Contributions to the scaled index are 

equal to the mean ratio values multiplied by the ratio's weight and the 

sum of each of these products is 100. Theoretically, this ratio is the 

most important single ratio defining earning power. Since margins are 

largely· well established in most cooperatives by competitive forces, 

earning power becomes a function of volume of sales relative to total 

assetso With established total assets, a firm can improve its financial 

position by increasing its total sales, assuming costs increase less than 

returns. Increased sales would permit greater utilization of facilities. 

Excess capacity is known to be common among cooperative grain elevators. 

With gross earnings or margins fairly well established at an average of 

11.5 cents per dollar's worth of sales, as seen by x4 (mean ratio value 

of x4), the cooperative should get as many of these "units" of gross 

earnings as possible with its given set of assets. Any cooperative that 

wants to imp,rove its financial position should concentrate on this area 

as long as marginal cost is less than marginal returns. Xi contributes 

more to the scaled index than any other ratio. It may be conlcuded that 

if the cooperative can improve this ratio, i.e., increase total gross 

sales by a given percentage without appreciably increasing physical 

assets, the over all earnings index value of the cooperative can be in

creased more than would be possible through the same percentage increase 

in any other ratioo This assumes an improvement in the ratio would not 

weaken the firm in other areas. 

Gross earnings to gross sales (X4) gave the second largest 
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contributi on to the scaled indexo The negative sign on the weight indi

cates that the higher the gross earnings for a dollar's worth of sales 

the less profitable the firm is and the smaller the firm's scaled index 

value. This fact would tend to indicate that the greater the marketing 

margins on a dollar's worth of sales the lower the cooperativevs earning 

positiono Apparently, this inverse relationship is the result of the 

competitive structure of the grain marketing industry. Since prices are 

fairly well set by competition any price above the competitive price will 

cause a loss of customerso This ratio p like x2 , alludes to the necessity 

of maintaining a maximum volume of business o It is also possible that 

some cooperatives having high gross earnings per dollar of sales had 

these high margins as a necessary factor to cover high costso High mar

gins may also be caused by a desire of the directors to avoid a price 

waro 

Gross sales to operating expenses (X1) contributes the least of the 

selected ratios to the scaled index by an amount slightly less than the 

third largest contributoro Although this ratio makes the smallest con

tribution ~ its contribution is more than twice as large as needed to meet 

the minimum standards established earlier regarding the selection of 

ratiOSo 

The ratio X39 would at first seem quite similar to X2o But the 

correlation coefficients between the ratios is only 06380 Even though 

x3 is a better measure of financial efficiency of owner-investment, x2 

gives more than twice as large a contribution to the scaled indexo If a 

firm can increase x3 with more ease than it can x2 , x3's value in the 

index becomes relatively more importanto This same analysis applies to 
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all ratios. The ratio that should be of most importance to the indivi

dual cooperative may be the one that can be improved the most with the 

least cost. 

A cooperative could obtain a high ratio of gross sales to net worth 

by operating on borrowed capital. But this efficiency is possible only 

at the cost of solvency. This example illustrates the need for combining 

an analysis of earnings ratios with liquidity and solvency ratios. 

The proper amount of solvency and liquidity a firm should have, 

however, is difficult to define . When considering an earnings index, 

the more profitable the cooperative the higher the index value, and the 

"better" the cooperative can be judged. High liquidity and solvency in

dex values are not necessarily optimum as is the case with earnings index 

values. It is possible to be overly conservative and operate with net 

worth only. As a result facilities may not be maintained and opportun

ities for innovations might have to be passed up. Also a cooperative 

could be too liberal, rely on borrowed funds too much, and suddenly find 

liabilit.i.es greater than assets and creditors managing the cooperative. 

A cooperative can also be hampered by having too many, or too few, assets 

in a liquid form. The next section will discuss the index developed to 

describe a cooperative's liquidity and solvency position. It should be 

remembered that this index differs from the earnings index in that a high 

value does not necessarily indicate a desirable position. 

Liquidity and solvency index 

The selected liquidity and solvency ratios for the average of all 

firms, their mean values, weights, and contributions to the scaled index 



are given in Table Vo 

TABLE V 

SELECTED LIQUIDITY AND SOLVENCY RATIOS, MEAN RATIO VALUES, WEIGHTS, 
AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCALED INDEX FOR AVERAGE OF ALL FIRMS 

Mean Contribution 
Ratio ID ratio value Weight to scaled index 

Current ratio x6 3:71 : 1 10.350 38.38 

Net worth to 
total assets x7 75045 100 2.262 170.67 

Net worth to 
fixed assets X8 1.63 1 72.378 117.75 

Fixed assets to 
total assets X9 48.30 100 -3.016 -145.65 

Year end inventory 
to current assets Xll -47.37 . 100 -1. 714 -8lol5 . 
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A1 , the first principal component, of the correlation coefficient 

matrix of the selected liquidity and solvency ratios is 2. 779. 'Ille to-

tal variance of the five standardized variables is 5.0. Al and the index 

developed from it explain 55.6 percent of the total variation of the f1'1e 

standardized variables. 'lllis percentage of explanation shows that flue-

tuation in these five variables are only fairly well represented by the 

Al since it explains only slightly more than one-half the total variation 

of the individual variables. A2 explains 22.6 percent of the variation; 

therefore, Al explains approximately twice the amount of variation ex

plained by the next largest root . Al explains 19o5 percent of the 

standardized variation of x6 , 25.7 percent of x7, 31.8 percent of x8 , 

13 . 0 percent of x9 , and 10.0 percent of the standardized variation of x11• 
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The equation for the scaled index is : 

1be contributions to the scaled index indicate that net worth to total 

assets (X7) makes the largest contribution to the scaled indexo This 

ratio is assumed to be the most important ratiu defining a firm's liqui

dity and solvencyo Again, as with the ratio making the largest contri

bution to the earnings index, a given percentage increase in this ratio 

will have a greater influcence on the index value than is possible 

through the same percentage increase in any other ratioo 

Fixed assets to total assets (X9) makes the second largest contri

bution to the scaled indexo 1be negative sign on the weight is expected 

because the larger the percentage fixed assets are of total assets the 

less liquid the cooperativeo Therefore, the smaller this ratioj the 

higher the value of the liquidity and solvency indexo 

Net worth to fixed assets (X8) is the third largest contributor to 

the scaled indexo This ratio appears to be quite similar to the net 

worth t o total assets ratio (X7) o The correlation coefficient between 

the ratios is 07710 According to the weightp the larger this ratio the 

greater will be the firm vs liquidity and solvency index value o 

Year end inventory to current assets (x11) makes the next largest 

contribution and its wei.ght carries a negative signo Therefore, inven

tories should be as small a portion of current assets as feasible to 

maintain liquidityo Since inventories are generally a more "fixed" type 

of current assets than other current assets the negative weight seems 

reasonable o Again~ it is possible to reduce this ratio to such a low 

point that the firm would be jeopardizing its financial positiono If 
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inventori es were reduced to near zero there would be little to sell and 

in most cooperatives empty storage binso This action cannot be consi

dered profitableo 

The ratio of current assets to current liabilities makes the smallest 

contribution of the selected variables to the scaled indexo However, the 

contribution of this ratio is nearly twice the minimum level used in 

selecting variables for the indexo Again, it should be mentioned that 

even though this ratio contributes least to the scaled index it may be 

of much more importance if improvements can be made relatively easier 

t han in the other ratioso 

Indices by Size Groups 

Indices were developed for each size group of cooperativesa Some 

of the analysis would be repetitive so the analysis is based on a know

ledge of the above discussiono 

Indices_ for Small Firms 

Earnings index 

The selected earnings ratios for the small firms, their mean values, 

weights , and 'contributions to the scaled index are given in Table VL 

Al of the matrix of the correlation coefficients of these selected 

ratios is 20260. Since the total variance of the four standardized vari-

ables is 4o0» Al explains 56a4 percent of the total variation of these 

standardized variableso Although this seems low, A2 explains only 28o9 

percent of the variationo Al explains 25 o3 percent of the standardized 

variati on of x1 ~ 31 0 4 percent of x2 ~ 14 a4 percent of x3~ and 28o9 



percent of the standardized variation of x4 o 

The equation for the scaled index is: 

TAiLE VI 

SELECTED EARNINGS RAnos. MEAN RAllO VALUBS. WEIGHTS' AND 
CONTRIBUnONS TO SCALED INDEX FOR SMALL SIZE FIRMS 

Mean Contribution 
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{4 o3) 

Ratio lR ratio value Weight to scaled index 

Gross sales t ·o 
operating expense xl 14 026: 1 30475 49 055 

Gross sales to 
total assets X2 2o46 1 320361 79061 

Gr oss sales to 
net worth X3 3o53 1 80867 3L65 

Gross ean.tings to 
gr oss sales X4 10095 100 - 50554 -60083 

Liquidity and Solven:y, 

The selected liquidity and solvency ratios for small firms » their 

mean values , weights, and contributions to the scaled index are given in 

Table VIIo 

Al of the matrix of the correlation coefficients for these selected 

ratios is 20222, thus explaining 74ol percent of the total variation of 
,. ,, . 

the three standardized variables o Al q"1.te well explains the fluctua-

tions in the variables since it accounts : for nearly three-fourths of the 

total variance ot the individual variableso Al explains 28oS percent of 

the standardized variation of x7, 43 o7 percent of x8, and 27 08 percent 



TABLE VII 

SELECTED LIQUIDI'IY AND SOLVENCY RATIOS• MEAN RATIO VALUES, 
WEIGHTS, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCALED INDEX FOR SMALL SIZE FIRMS 

Mean Contribution 
Ratio ID ratio value Weight to scaled index 

Net worth to 
total assets x7, 75. 79 100 2.34 177.36 

Net worth to 
fixed assets X8 lo 70 1 78 . 94 134 . 21 

Fixed assets to 
total assets x9 46. 71 100 -4053 -21L52 

of t he standardized variation of x9o 

The equation for the scaled index is: 

Indices for Mediwn Firms 

'Earnings index 
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(4.4) 

The selected earnings ratio for medium firms , their mean values, 

weights j and contributions to the scaled index are given in Table VIIIo 

Al of the matrix of the correlation coefficients for the selected 

ratios , 20563, accounts for 64.1 percent of the total variation of the 

four standardized variableso A2 explains only 17o5 percent of the vari

ation. The fluctuations in the four variables are fairly well repre-

sented by Al which accounts for nearly two-thirds of the total variance 

of the individual variables. Al explains 31.5 percent of the standard

ized variation of x2 , 25.5 percent of x3 , 24.9 percent of x4, and 18. 2 



TABLE VIII 

SELECTED EARNINGS RATIOS, MEAN RATIO VALUES, WEIGHTS, AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCALED INDEX FOR MEDIUM SIZE FIRMS 

Mean 
Ratio ID ratio value Weight 

Gross sales to 
total assets x2 2ol7 1 280322 

Gross sales to 
net worth x3 2088 1 190093 

Gross earnings to 
gross sales X4 1L81 100 -30946 

Net earnings to 
net worth XS 10006 100 20993 

percent of the standardized variation of x5 o 

The equation for the scaled index is: 

biguidity and solvency index 

Contribution 
to scaled index 

6L43 

55005 

- 46057 

30 010 
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The selected liquidity and solvency ratios for medium firms, their 

mean values , weights, and contributions to the scaled index are found 

in Table IXo 

Al of the matrix of correlation coefficients for these selected 

ratios is 30116 and explains Slo9 percent of the total variation of 

the six standardized variableso A2 explains only 24o9 percent of the 

total variation so it may be concluded that Al is by far the best deter

minate of variationo Al seems to explain a low percentage of the total 

amount of variation, but it is not as poor as it appearso This index 



TABLE IX 

SELECTED LIQUIDITY AND SOLVENCY RATLOS, MEAN RATIO VALUES, WEIGHTS, 
AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCALED INDEX FOR MEDIUM SIZE FIRMS 

Mean Contribution 
Ratio ID ratio value Weight to scaled index 

Current ratio x6 2. 75 : 1 8. 719 23.94 

'Net worth to 
total assets x7 1' 77.56 100 lo 753 135.96 

Net worth to 
fixed assets xs 1.61 1 5 7 0 483 92.49 

Fixed assets to 
total assets x9 49. 73 100 -2.921 -145.28 

Current assets to 
total assets XlO 25 . 54 100 20562 65 043 

Inventory to 
current assets x11 47048 100 -1.528 -72 054 

has the largest number of selected ratios of any index in the study. 

When the number of variables is increased, the total variation of the 
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index is also increasedo Therefore ~ it is possible for this root to ex-

plain more actual variation than a root explaining a much larger percen-

tage of the total standardized variation of fewer variables o ~l explains 

lloO percent of the standardized variation of x6 , 21o0 percent of x7, 

30.2 percent of x8, 1806 percent of x9 , 8. 0 percent of x10 , and 11. 1 per

cent of t he standardized variation Jf x11• 

The equation for the scaled index is: 



Indices for Large Firms 

Earnings index 

The selected earning ratios for large firms, their mean values, 

weights, and contributions to che scaled index are given in Table Xo 

TABLE X 

SELECTED EARNINGS RATIOS, MEAN RATIO VALUES, WEIGHTS, AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCALED INDEX FOR LARGE SIZE FIRMS 

Mean Contribution 
Ratio ID ratio value Weight to scaled index 

Gross sales to 
operating expense xl 1L21 1 90608 107 0 71 

Gross sales to 
total assets X2 2o07 1 740560 15402 7 

Gross earnings to 
gross sales X4 12 040 100 -130058 -16L97 
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. Al of the matrix of the correlation coefficients of these selected 

ratios is 20490, thus the index explains 83 o0 percent of the total vari-

ation of the standardized variableso A2 explains 9o9 percent of the vari

ation o Therefore , Al explains the variation in the variables extremely 

wel lo Al explains 33o5 percent of the standardized variation of x1 , 34 o3 

percen t of the x2 , and 32o2 percent of the standardized variation of x4o 

The equation for the scaled index is : 

(4o 7) 
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Liquidity and solvency index 

The selected liquidity and solvency ratios for large firms, their 

mean values , weights, and contributions to the scaled index are given 

for large firms in Table XI o 

TABLE XI 

SELECTED LIQUIDITY AND SOLVENCY RATIOS, MEAN RATIO VALUES, 
WEIGHTS, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCALED INDEX FOR LARGE SIZE FIRMS 

Mean Contribution 
Ratio ID ratio value Weight to scaled index 

Current ratio x6 3o 11 : 1 70265 22061 

Net worth to 
total assets x7 7L98 100 0997 71 . 76 

Ne t worth to 
fixed assets XS 1.49 : 1 39 0 914 59 059 

Fixed asse t s to 
t ot al assets X9 49 086 100 - L083 -54 000 

Al of t he correlation coefficient matrix f or these variables is 

20730 and explains 6803 percent of the total variation of the four stan-

dardized variables o A~ explains only 24 08 percent of the vari ability o 

Therefore , Al explains the fluctuations in the variables fairly well 

s i nce it accounts for better than two- thirds of the total vari ation of 

the i ndividual var iables o Al explains 25o5 percent of the standardized 

varia tion of x6 , 29 ol percent . of x7, 34 o0 percent of x8, and llo4 percent 

of the standardized .variation of x9o 

The equation for the scaled index is: ·· • 

(4 o 8) 
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This chapter has in part fulfilled the second and third objectives 

of the studyo Objective number two has been partially fulfilled by pre

senting the ratios that were selected as being important by the standards 

established earliero Objective number three has been partially fulfilled 

with the presentation of the indices to be used later in evaluating the 

overall earnings and liquidity and solvency of the cooperativeso 



COMPARISON OF SELECTED FINDINGS 

The purpose of this chapter is to compare and sunnnarize the various 

indices described in the previous chaptero How and why these indices 

differ will be discussedo 

Comparison of Selected Ratio Means 

The medium size cooperatives had the highest ratio mean, Table XII, 

for total sales to operating expense (X1)o Via this criterion the medium 

size group had the highest operational efficiencyo It is hypothesized 

that the small firms were too small for certain economies of scale and 

the large firms were suffering diseconomies of scaleo The small group's 

x1 ~ mean value of the x1 ratio, is 804 percent less than the medium group's 

xl and the large group 0 s xl is 28 o0 percent less than the medium group 0 s 

x1o The big difference then is between the large group and the other two 

groupso This difference would indicate that the cooperatives with large 

total physical assets have a greater cost associated with each dollar of 

gross sales than the other groups; alternatively stated, sales are rela

tively lower per dollar of operating expense for large firmso This dif-

ference could be the result of excess capacity, an over-abundance of goods 

and services provided that are underused, or that managerial ability does 

not increase proportionally with the increase in complexity associated 

with large operationso Although this ratio is best among the medium 
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TABLE XII 

COMPARISON OF SELECTED RATIO MEANS* 

Item 

Earnings ratios 

Gross sales to 
operating expense 

Gross sales to 
total assets 

Gross sales to 
net worth 

Gross sales to 
net worth 

Net earnings to 
net worth 

.. Liquidity and solvency 
ratios 

Current ratio 

Net worth to 
total assets 

Net worth to 
fixed assets 

Fixed assets to 
total assets 

Current assets to 
total assets 

Year end inventory to 
current assets 

Mean Ratio Values by Size Group 
ID All Firms Small Medium Large 

13.95 14.26 (15.57) 11.21 

2.46 2.07 

3. 53 2.88 (2 . 98) 

11.53 10.95 11.81 12.40 

( 8. 23) (8,06) 10.06 (6.22) 

3. 71 ( 4. 5 7) 3. 11 

75.45 75. 75 77 .56 71.98 

.. 
lo63 ·r 1.70 1.66 1.49 

48.30 46. 71 49. 73 49.86 

(25.92) (25.89) (26 . 48) 

47.37 (44.24) 47.48 (53 . 93) 
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*Values in parenthesis were not used in the index because they did 
not meet the contribution standards established. ntese values are in
cluded for comparison purposes. 
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firms ~ it did not meet the contribution standards established for it to 

become a variable in the medium firms' earnings indexo This index is the 

only earnings index that does not contain this particular variableo The 

medium firms 0 index does contain the variable net earnings to net worth 

(X5) p which is not found in any other earnings indexo This change in 

variables cannot be explained by high correlation as the two ratios have 

an inter-correlation value of o36o x1 failed to meet the necessary stan

dards for becoming an index variable for the medium size group by only 

a slight margino 

The small firms had the most desirable ratio of gross sales to total 

assets (X2) which appears in all earnings indices. This ratio value in

dicates that the efficiency with which the physical assets are used is 

greatest among small cooperativeso There appears to be a trend toward 

lower ratio values as the size of firm increases. The medium firms' x2 

is 11. 8 percent le~~ than the small finr,s' x2 and the large firms ' x2 is 

17.S percent less than the small firms' x2• This trend would indicate 

that financial efficiency of investment decreases as total assets in

crease . The reasons for this trend could lie in excess capacity among 

large cooperatives or that cooperatives with fewer assets must find multi

purpose uses for their facilities. 

The ratio of gross earnings to net worth (X3) was included in all 

indices except the earnings index for the large firms. This ratio is 

highest among the small cooperatives which indicates that: (1) these 

firms use more credit to finance their business thus giving them an in

accurate picture of financial efficiency; or~ (2) the smaller investment 

associated with the small firms is used more productively ~nd therefore 

yields a greater return per dollar of investment. It is shown by x2 that 
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the small cooperatives also have the largest gross sales to total assets 

ratio. Th.is value would seem to indicate that the latter of the two al-

ternatives is correct. Th.e medium firms' i 3 is 18.7 percent less and the 

large firms' i 3 is 15o7 percent less than the small firms' i 3 which indi

cates that the largest differences are between the small firms and the 

other two size groups. 

Th.ere is an obvious trend in the gross earnings to gross sales ratio 

(X4) which appears in each earning index·. The small firms had the lowest 

x4 value. The medium firms' x4 is 13.3 percent larger than the small 

' -firms x4• Since gross earnings on a dollar of sales can be increased 

only by (1) increasing prices or. (2) a reduction in the cost of goods 

purchased (prices paid). it can be concluded that one of these effects. 

or a combination of both. is responsible for the changes in the ratio 

means among the groups. Competition tends to set both prices paid and 

received. Th.e hypothesis may be made that higher margins were necessary 

to compensate for the decrease in efficiency as shown by x1 and x2• A 

large firm should be able to operate on a smaller margin and cover fixed 

expenses by maintaining volume; therefore. this hypothesis apparently is 

invalid for the cooperatives studied. 

Previous analysis showed that the weight of x4 in the earnings in

dices was negative. Th.e negative value indicates that within limits the 

smaller the ratio the more prone to high earnings the firm is. Th.is 

weight alludes to the fact that the high gross earnings come from high 

" margins to cover high costs and. in turn. reduces volume of business in 

a competitive market. 'nlis analysis can be carried to the net earnings 

to gross sales ratio which was computed but did not meet the standards 

required for an index variable. Net income to total sales was 3.02 : 100 
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in the small size group 9 3oS2 : 100 in the medium group, and only 2o27 : 

100 in the large groupo Gross earnings to total sales is highest among 

large cooperatives and net earnings to total sales is lowest among these 

same firmso This analysis is further evidence of some inefficiencies in 

the large cooperativeso 

Net earnings to net worth (XS) meet the standards used in selecting 

the index variables for the medium firms onlyo The mean value of this 

ratio, XS, was highest for the medium firms and therefore expressed the 

greatest return per dollar of member-owner investmento The value of XS 

for the small size firms was 19o9 percent less than for the medium firms 

and 38ol percent less than the medium firms 9 value for the large firms o 

The medium firms 0 values for XS and x1 are the largest, followed by the 

small firms 0 ratios with a moderate reduction in both XS and x1 , and a 

larger decrease in both mean ratios for the large cooperatives o The 

correlation coefficients between these two ratios at the individual co-

operative level are 0292, 0130, and 0622 for average of all firms, small, 

mediumj and large firms respectivelyo However, the correlation between 

the three pairs of ratio mean values is 09380 

It is possible that the high mean net earnings to net worth ratio 

(XS) in the medium size group reflects the fact that firms in this size 

group use more credit in financing their operations than the other firm 

size groups, thus making the net worth relatively low , and giving an 

overstated mean ratioo Net worth to total assets (X7) shows that this 

hypothesis is not valido The medium firms have the highest percent of 

net worth to t otal assets and the large firms have the lowest, meaning 

that the large firms uses more credit than the other size groupso This 

-
difference indicates that the already low XS ratio for large cooperatives 
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"overestimates" true earning capacity o This analysis is further substan-

tiated by the fact that the mean ratio value of net worth to total lia-

bilities is 10073 : 1 among small firmsp 6005 : 1 among medium firms. and 

5086 among large firms o A comparison of these ratio means shows a defi-

nite trend to more credit financing as the total assets increaseo 

The current ratio (X6) used in all the liquidity and solvency indices 

t 
except the small firms indicates that firms in the small g~oup are in the 

most solvent positiono The value of x6 for large firms is 3lo9 percent 

l ess than for the small firms o x; for the medium firms is 39 0 8 percent 

l ess than it is for the small firms o These differences indicate that 

medium firms have the fewest liquid assets covering their current lia-

bilities o The data do not give any explanation for the change in the 

ratios although x1 shows that relatively less of the small firm's current 

assets are in inventories o 

Net worth to total assets (X7) used in each liquidity and solvency 

index has been discussed earliero The three means do not vary greatly o 

The medium firms have the highest x7 indicating the highest degree of 

solvency o The small firms ' x7 is 2o3 percent less than the medium firms v 

x7 and large cooperatives ' x7 is 7o2 percent less than medium firms' x7o 

Net worth to fixed assets (X) is highest among the small firms, 
8 ' 

5o4 percent less among medi11m firmsj and 12o2 percent less among large 

firms o The ratio meets the established standards for use in each liqui-

dity and solvency indexo The mean ratio values show a definite trend 

downward as total assets increaseo lbis trend could be caused by net 

worth to total capital being relatively high among small firms and de-

clining as total assets increase, fixed assets being relatively small 

among smal l firms and increasing~ or a combination of these two forces 
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working togethero This trend can be substantiated P at least partially P 

by comparing x7 and x9o The trend of these means indicate that the· small 

firms are more solvent o 

Fixed assets to total assets (X9), used in the liquidity and solvency 

index for all size groups 11 is lowest among the small firms indicating the 

highest degree of liquidity o The medium and large firms' x9 are 605 and 

607 percent largerp respectivelyo This comparison shows that fixed 

assets are slightly lower in small firms, as suggested abovei; and that 

there is no real difference in the proportion of fixed assets to total 

assets in the medium and large size groups o 

Current assets to total assets (x10) was used in only the mediwn 

firms' liquidity and solvency indexo When including the non-used x10 's, 

large cooperatives would have to be considered more liquid than the other 

size groups, with medium cooperatives the least liquido Because grain 

in storage is a current asset and with the high volume of grain in 

storage among large cooperatives these firms are likely to be more liq

uid than small cooperatives o The small firms 0 x10 is 2o2 percent less 

and the medium firms v x10 is 2o3 percent less than the large firms 9 

x10 0 

Year end inventory to current assets (x11) 11 used in only the average 

and medium group's liquidity and solvency index 11 shows a definite trend 

as the total assets increase o Small cooperatives have the smallest x11P 

while the medi~ firms 0 xll is 7o3 percent larger and the large firms 9 

xll is 2l o9 percent largero This trend is likely to be true because of 

the relatively larger storage facilities among cooperatives with large 

total assets o Since grain in storage is an inventory the ratio is large 

among the large firms o 
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'llle above analysis explains how the selected mean ratio values dif

fer o Also included are several hypotheses as to why the ratios differo 

Probably more important to the overall study, the analysis demonstrates 

the interrelationship of the ratios used in ratio analysis o llle analysis 

indicates that ratios should not be studied without analyzing the factors 

producing or associated with the ratio values o 

Comparison of Contribution of Each Ratio to Scaled Index 

llle purpose of this section is to compare the contribution made by 

each variable in the various indices o lllese comparisons will sunnnarize 

much of the analysis made earlier dealing with the importance of the 

various ratios o llle values given in the Table XIII are the percentages 

each ratio contributes to the total absolute contribution of the indexo 

'llle total absolute contribution is equal to the sum of "Contributions to 

Scaled Index" 9 as seen in Chapter IV~ regardless of the sign of the con

tributiono llle nwnber in parentheses in front of each ratio is that 

ratio vs rank of relative important in the scaled indexo 

In Table XIII no one ratio makes the largest contribution to the 

index for all size groups o Gross sales to total assets comes the closest 

by being the largest contributor for three of the four earnings indices o 

Among the more interesting changes in the earnings indices is the fact 

that x4 makes the largest contribution to the large firms 0 scaled index 

but the fourth largest contribution to the next smaller size group o 

Also; x5 , although not appearing in any index except the mediwn firms 9 

earnings index makes the second largest contribution to that indexo 

In the liquidity and solvency indices the current ratio makes the 
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TABLE XIII 

PERCENTAGE OF ABSOLUTE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH SELECTED RATIO 
TO SCALED INDEX 

Item 

Earnings ratios 

Gross sales to 
operating expense 

Gross sales to 
total assets 

Gross sales to 
net worth 

Gross earnings to 
gross sales 

Net earnings to 
net worth 

Liquidity and solvency 
ratios 

Current ratio 

Net worth t o 
total assets 

Net worth to 
fixed assets 

Fixed assets to 
total assets 

Current assets to 
total assets 

Year end inventory 
to current assets 

Percentage Contribution by Size Group 
ID All Firms Small Medium Large 

(3) 22 0 4 (3) 25 o4 

(1) 35 oO (1) 35 o9 (1) 3108 (2) 36o4 

x3 (4) 16o9 (4) 14o3 (3) 2406 

(2) 27o4 (4) 15o5 (1) 38o2 

(2) 28ol 

(5) 608 (6) 4o5 ( 4) 10 0 9 

(1) 300 3 (2) 33o9 (2) 25o4 (1) 34o5 

x8 (3) 20o9 . (3) 25o7 (3) 17o3 (2) 28o7 

(2) 2508 (1) 40 o4 (4) 12 o2 (3) 26o0 

(1) 27 01 

xll (4) 15 o4 (5) 13o5 
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smallest contribution of the contributing ratios in each of the indices 

for which it fs included. Fixed assets to total assets• the most impor

tant ratio in the small firms' index, makes the fourth largest contri

bution in the medium firm's index. Current assets to total assets makes 

the largest contribution to the medium firm's indices but does not appear 

in any other indexo 

This chapter has compared the various standards developed in the 

preceeding chapters. The importance of each ratio to each index has 

been discussedo The analyses has shown that the ratios which comprise 

an index vary among the size groups and, also, that the importance of 

the ratios also change among the size groups. 



CHAPTER VI 

APPLICATION OF INDICES 

The purpose of this chapter is to apply the indices developed in 

the previous characters to some actual data which has been the purpose 

for developing the i ndices o This analysis should demonstrate how local 

elevator managers can use these indices o Once the indices are app lied 

to actual <la.ta more general interpretations can be made regarding earn

ings maximization o 

Earnings Indices Compared with Liquidity and Solvency Indices 

The average i ndices were applied to the 62 cooperatives used in the 

study o By "applied" is meant that the selected ratio values of each fi'tin 

were mu! ti plied by the ratio vs index weight and this product added to the 

product of all other ratio values and weights in the appropriate index 

which results in the index value for the firm o Once this calculation 

was done the earnings index value of each firm was plotted against the 

firmv~ liquidity and solvency index valueo The results are presented in 

Figure L 

Figure 1 indicates some general trendso The data points show more 

variation among liquidity and solvency indices than among earnings index. 

In general firms with extremely weak liquidity and solvency indices have 

greater earnings than those firms with liquidity and solvency index 

values in the range mi nus 30 to plus 30 0 At the index value of about 50 
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for liquidity and solvency the earnings values tend to increase as liquid-

ity and solvency increases . and continue to do so up ;to '" anapproximate 

index. value of 170 for liquidity and solvency. ·From, tbis ··point there 

seems to be a downward trend beyond the 300 liquidtty and· solvency level. 

. Beyond this level there : are . too i: few~data points · to . make :. any concrete 

I 
statemen·ts regarding the·. relations . of earnings to: liquid-tty:. and solvency. 

The data points . indicate·, that except for a few· extrema- observations 

earnings are low at , extreme.ly·. low and extremely hi&h, liquidity and sol-

.. vency _values. On an average earnings are highest when liquidity and sol-

, vency · is in the 120 to . 170 _index ... range. This range would .appear to be 

, : .. the -optimum range of liquidity. and-: .solvency to maximize .. earnings. 

Analysis . of. Selected: Individual Cooperatives 

. The first cooperative , haring . an extreme index,·va:lue , is identified 

as firm "A". It has · a , liquidity:.and. solvency index, value . of. ~113 and an 

earnings value of 30 in .. Figure . L ... This data point:_i& c. the ,: lowest liquidity 

.. and solvency value and. among . the . lowest eami,:igr.valuea .. of_the firms 

s t udied . Firm A had .a . low .current. ratio which wa1 , ond:y :.: two~thirds of 

average due primarily to . a ~ htgh.J 'tTade· accounts payable!.'. _ .. This ratio and 

the· following ratios for '. each- selected firm can be found iin. Table XIV . 

Cooperative A is heavily .:indebted. to . the fank for. Cooperatives . which re-

duces its net worth to .. totaLaasets . to two'-thirde; the . average. for that 

. ra1tio .. .. The cooperative~ is .. highly:, engaged in the;: grain,,atarage . business 

which requires high fixed assets . ... The fixed assets<.t:or. totaL.asset ratio 

for· firm A is 32 . 1 percent .. higher .. than the mean ratio for,. al.l . firms and 

with a negative weight . causes, a1 luge : reduction .inr the-... f.adex.,, . With the 



TABLE XIV 

COMPARISON OF RATIO MEANS FOR SELECTED .COOPERATIVES 

Item Ratio Mean, Firm 
All Firms A B C 

Earning Ratios 

Gross · sales · to· operating expense· 13.95 8. 71 5 . 44 19. 10 

Gross· sales· to· total assets 2.29 1.54 1.10 4.11 

Gross earnings· to gross sales 11.53 15. 37 20 . 09 7 .23 

Gross· sales· to net worth 3. 22 3.17 L55 6.87 

Liquidity· and· Solvency Ratios 

Current ratio 3. 71 1.27 3. 34 2.22 

Net worth· to· total assets 75.45 48.93 71.33 61.02 

Net· worth· to· fixed assets 1.63 • 77 1.20 1.30 

Fixed assets· to· total assets - 48. 30 . 63 . 81 59 . 50 46.92 

Year· end· inventory to current assets ...... 47. 37 .... - 58. 27 54 . 92 51. 77 

D 

23.99 

2.69 

7 .58 

2.78 

9.08 

96.70 

3.61 

26.87 

25.48 

E 

13.66 

2.33 

11.25 

2.73 

2.73 

85. 71 

1.56 

55.05 

41.69 

00 cr, 
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large volume of grain in storage a larger than average per~,n~ of the 

total current assets are in inventories which reduces the index. 

Gross sales to operating expense for firm A were only two thirds the 

mean for the ratio for all firms. Gross sales to total assets were only 

s lightly greater than · half the mean ratio value for all firms. Gros, 

' earnings to gross sales · were one-third h:rger than the mean wpi~h; 1;educed 

the index value. Gross sales to net worth were slightly below aormal.. 

This ratio could be expected to . be near no'fQlal because of the ht~h p.e_i; ... 

centage of borrowed capital. 

Firm B, also identified in Figure l, had the lowest earnings index 

value . with a value of minus 49 • . · The fi rritshowed a · total · net loss of 

$25,500 on a $877,900 investment in one year. The cooperattve had 

slightly below average net wort~ to total assets · and net · woirth to fixed 

assets ratios. Fixed assets to total asseu and year· end · inventories · to 

current assets were 23.2 percent and 15 :9 percent higher· than the aver:.. 

ages . These respective ratios account for the low 1:f.qutdtty and solvency. 

The extremely low earnings .index results from the fact · that gross sales 

to .operating expense .is 61.0 percent below the mean~.for: this ratto. The 

ratio of gross sales to total assets for firm B is · less · .. th,an one half the 

mean for this ratio for all firms. Gross sales to , total . asseta for firm 

B is less than one half . the mean for .all firms fo,r this .ratio. The ratio 

of gross earnings to · gross sales for firm B is nearly twice as large as 

.the mean ratio for all firms which reduced the index. Gross sales to 

net worth for firm B is less than one-half the mean ratio value for all 

·· firms to again reduce the . index value • 

. . · Firm C, also identified in Figure 1, had the : highest· earntag• index 
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valueg 260, and liquidity and solvency ratio of 25 0 All the ratios with 

a positive weight were slightly low and the ratios with a negative value 

were slightly high among the liquidity and solvency ratios o Among the 

earnings ratiosp gross sales to operating expense were 36 o9 percent above 

the mean o Gross sales to total assets were 79 o7 percent aoove this 

ratio vs average. Gross earnings to gross sales were 59 o4 percent below 

the average for the ratio and gross sales to net worth were more than 

twice the mean ratio for gross sales to net worth o 

Firm D0 also identified in Figure l g had the highest liquidity and 

solvency position with a value 449 0 Since the audits for this coopera

tive stated that not all the accounts balancedi the accuracy of this in= 

dex value should be questionedo Current liabilities were less than 

$7 p000 with only $1 000 of fixed liability compared to a total capital 

value of $288 ~000 0 'lhe current ratio was 144 07 percent larger than the 

mean current ratio for all firms; net worth to total assets was 280 2 

percent greater than this ratio 0 s mean for all firms; and net worth to 

fixed assets was 12109 percent greater than the mean of the ratio for 

al l firms o Fixed assets to total assets and year end inventories to 

current assets were relatively low o One reason for this low value is 

,tnat the firm 9 s buildings and equipment were more than half depreciated 

from thei r original book value o 

Fi~ D also had· a relatively high earnings index value as seen in 

Fi gure l o 'lhe firm showed high operating and financial efficiency with 

a gross sal es to operating expense ratio which was 72o0 percent above 

this ratio 0 s average g gross sales to total assets were 17 06 percent above 

the ratio 0 s average ~ gross earnings to gross sales were 34o3 percent 
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below average, and gross sales to net worth 13~6: percent lower than the 

ratio's average. This last ratio value can probab l y be explained by the 

strong capital position of the firmo 

Firm E had an index. value · for both indices , .closer . to the mean of 

each index than any other .. cooperative. Each of , the firm:' s ratio values 

follow quite closely to . the standard for each ratio as seen in Table XIV o 

The above analysis : is .. quite brief. The management of each of these 

firms should be able to explain· ''why" certain unique ratios exist in 

their cooperati veo Much · of· this · information is · not · found t: in the annual 

audits of the firmso 

Comparison of Earnings · Index with Firm Characteristics 

The purpose of this section· ts to illustrate. some .of . the character

istics of cooperatives with high earnings as judgedi.by . the indices 

developed in the study • . t'en· .. characteristics of·· each firm were analyzed o 

After each firm was analyeed · by• the .characteristics .. or variables, the 

observations were recorded and· ranked. These variables were classified 

·into. divisions according to · natural breaks in the. observations recorded . 

This explains the unequal, numbe~ of divisions of each- variableo The 

earnings index rank was computed for each cooper ative i n e~ch division 

of all the variables. The index rank is the rank .of o_ each . index value 

when placed in an arrayo A rank -of one shows the : highest earning power 

and · the -cooperative with · the· least earning power has · the rank value of 

62 0 · The · mean rank value of· the · firms · in each · division: of: each· variable 

· · is · the value used in the· .. following analysis and is found in Table XV. 

The total sales division · with the highest · mean·.rank value is the 
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division with the smallest total · sales. This ·would indicate that firms 

selling fewer dollar's worth · of· sales tend to-· be more, efficient with 

their volume of sales and therefore show larger"earnings. There is no 

definite trend in the rank values for the various sizes of total sales. 

Firms in the large-medium· division of total saies,. ha;ve , .. the lowest rank 

mean indicating the least,.profitable volume of business. 

The mean ranks of the net earnings divisions have no· trend. Since 

net earnings are measured· .. in absolute amounts , a cooperati:ve having a 

high net earnings value· ia · not · necessarily highly .. pTOfttalHe t>y the in-

deac developed in the study,. · The 1. index has the· povu··~ .. through ratios, to 

take a high net earnings1 va1lue, and . relate it to .. inputs : .. which gives a much 

.more- accurate picture of,: eaming·· ability. For, examplei,, a . cooperative 

with net e·unings among . the, highest one-sixth for, the cooperat-i ves may 

·have a net earnings to . to,taL:.inYestment ratio · among··,ther lowest one-sixth 

· of· the cooperatives for a · rankihg of these ratios. 

High gross earnings appear ·to show low earning ranks as is indicated 

in· Table XV. This relation~hip has ·been discussed before. 

The mean rank · values · for : the · stin:age income as · a percent of total 

income criterion fluctuate with no definite trend. The firms with the 

· extremely high percentage of income· from storage have· uniquely ht.gh mean 
( . ~ " 

index. value with the la,rge-medium firms having a ·relattvely low mean 

rank . However, the cooper,a,tives .with slightly leu activity , in· storage 

seem to have the highest ··earning power. 

No important differences can:.be, found with the. gratn .aentce . lncome 

variable among the first · fouT · divisions. If a statbtteal · meaa·ure could 

be used it ,would likely show no significant differences among 1the · four 
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TABLE :xv .. 

MEAN EA..'WINGS RANK FOR DIVISIONS OF SELECTED FIRM CHARACTERISTICS FOR 
COOPERATIVES STUDIED 

Total Asset& (in lOOO's) Total Sales - (in· l0 1000's) 

No. of No. of 
Division firms Rank Division ·firms Rank -
146 - 500 29 27.3 26 - 70 8 25.4 

501 - 750 ·,,. 19 32.3 71 - 90 10 32.8 

75 1 - 5060 14 39. l 91 - 115 14 27.9 

116 - 160 10 41.4 

161 - 210 12 31.5 

211 - 751 8 31.6 

Net Earnings {in toOO"s) Gross Earnings (in 1000'1) · 

No. of No. Qf 
Division firms Rank Division · · firms Rank 

-26 - 7 6 36.2 18 - 50 12 21. l 

8 - 19 8 23. 9 51 - 89 12 21. 7 

20 - 40 18 31.2 90 - 119 13 . 37.5 

41 - 55 13 34. '2· 120 - 149 7 33.9 

56 - 100 12 28.8 150 - 199 10 35.3 

101 - 253 5 39.0 200 - 832 8 40.9 



TABLE XV ( continued) 

Storage Income as a Percent 
of .Total Income 

Division 
% 

0 - 19 

2-0 - 29 

30 - 39 

40 - 49 

50 - 59 

60 - 100 

No. of 
firms Rank 

11 29 .o 

14 32.9 

7 20.1 

17 38.8 

9 32.4 

4 18.2 

Grain Sal es as a 
Percent of Commodity Sales 

Division 
% 

43 - 59 

60 - 69 

70 - 79 

80 - 89 

90 - 100 

No. of 
firms Rank 

16 38. 4 

17 46.2 

11 36. 8 

10 26.9 

8 19 .2 
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Grain Service Income as a 
Percent . of .· Total Income 

Division . No~ of 
% firms Rank 

0 - 4.9 1& 28.0 

5 - 9 • 9 -i4 30 0 l 

10 - 13.9 13 , 29 . 1 

14 - 19.9 9 31.1 

20 - 35 7 41. 7 

Net Grain . Inceme as a 
Percent7of Total Income 

Division 
%-

-8 - 9 

10 - 19 

20 - 29 

30 - 44 

45 - 68 

No. of 
firms Rank 

11 43 .4 

.14 . 43 . 9 

15 30.7 

10 18.0 

12 16. 3 . 
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TABLE XV (concluded) 

Petroleum Sales as a Petroleum Income as a 
Pe1'cent .. of Commodity Sales .. Percent of Total Gross Income 

Division No~ of Division No; of 
% firms ~ . %: .ff.mis Rank 

~ 

0% 29 21.4 0% 27 27ol 

l - 5 . lQ. 29o0 1 - 9 10 .. 2.6.oa3 

6 - 9 11 31. 7 10 - 19 14 34ol 

10 21 12 4L7 20 29 6 41;1 

30 - 50 5 4308 



divisions. The division with .the largest percentage of income from grai n 

services has the best rank mean. The hypothesis may be made that where · 

a large percentage of income comes from grain services the equipment and 

facilities become varied to an extent that the cost of providing these 

services runs high. The hypothesis may also be made that there is under~ 

employment of much of the investment. Further analyses . of ,this is food 

for thought for more .research study. 

There is a definite trend to less earning ability as the percentage 

of petroleum sales to total connnodity sales increases . The cooperatives 

with no petroleum sales had the best earning mean ·rank value and those 

with the highest percentage of total sales from petroleum sales had the 

poorest mean earning rank. Petroleum income as a percent of total ·· income 

indicates that the two lowest and two highest divisions of this variable 

have about equal mean earning ranks. There appears to :be a general trend 

toward lower earning power as the percentage of petroleum ·tncome to 

gross income increases. 

With the exception .: of· the first division a very definite trend to 

higher earning power . is indicated as · grain sales to,, commodity sales 

increases. The same trend · can be .seen in grain income as a· percent of 

total income. The mean earning rank for the highest dt:vf.sion of each 

of these variables are among the· highest found in any of the variables 

studied . This high value should indicate the importance ·of grain sales 

and income relative to the rest of the firm's business. The 19. 2 rank 

among the grain sales ·variable is by far the best for :that: variable and 

is . found where grain sales comprise 90-100 percent ·of~the commodity 

sales.. A rank of 16. 3 is a,t the .. end of a trend -~~ard1 :hd.gher earni~g 
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ability as grain income increases as a percent of :.total · income o 

To swm:narize this analysis · a ·hypothetical model cooperative w:Ul 

be constructed with solile absolute values. This cooperative would have 

less than $500,000 of total physical assets. Total. sales .. would be about 

$700,000 per yearo Storage income should make up at leaa ·t 60 :percent_ of 

the· total income and other ·grain se,rvices should .. be :: mintmtzed· as a · per

cent of total income. The model..cooperat:tve should not .haye . a .petroleum 

sidelineo The cooper·ative must try to deal in grain sales as much as 

possible, preferably at . least 90 .percent of its commodtty .sales should 

be from grain sales wi·th ·:a·t least 40 percent of· its .. total. income coming 

from these transactions. 

The abov,- analysis .does not account for inte,raeti,on:. among the 

variables studied. Before any concrete statement regarding a model · firm 

can be made this would have to be .: known. This inter-action; could be an 

area for further study. The chapter does give illustrations of the use 

of the indices developed. Several deductions were -made· when the earnings: 

index values of the cooperatives · were compared with the i::oo~erattves · 

divided into groups acco't'ding to · certain selected cd.terla • 

.it·· 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this study was to help cooperative grain elevator 

management evaluate the cooperativetscurrent position by providing it 

with comparative statistics. The statistics were in the form of finan

cial ratio standards and indices. The data for the study came from the 

fiscal audits for the 1962, 1963, 1964 crop years of selected cooperatives 

belonging to the Farme.rs' Cooperative Grain Dealers Association of Okla

homa. Twenty-nine ratios were computed for each of sixty-two cooperatives 

for each of the three years studied. A three year average ratio for each 

of the twenty-nine ratios for each firm was computed. These averages can 

be used as current industry wide standards against which individual co

operatives may compare their own ratios. 

The selected cooperatives were divided into three groups, small, 

medium, and large, according to the book value of their total physical 

assets. Standard ratios and indices were computed for each of these groups 

in addition to the comparative statistics computed for all cooperatives 

as a unit. 

Major emphasis was placed on earnings ratios. Liquidity and sol vency 

ratios were also included because the maximization of earnings is no guar

antee of financial health. Tables II and III sunnnarize t he standards 

determined for each ratio studied. 

96 
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Factor analysis was used to develop indices based on a few selected 

ratios such that the indices would convey all the essential information 

as indices which included all possible ratios. This was done for manage

ability and simplicity of manipulation of the indices developed. 

The indtces computed were then scaled to 100. Index values of 100 

became the industry wide standard against which the individual coopera

tives can compare their own index values. 

From the indices the conclusion was reached that since margins are 

relatively set, earning power becomes largely a function of volume of 

sales relative to operating expense, total assets and net worth. To maxi

mize earnings, operating expense; total assets 9 and net vorth should be 

as low as possible given a level of gros~ sales. 

Gross earnings to total gross sales should be as small as possible 

for high earnability. The conclusion was drawn that the greater the mar

keting margin on a dollar's worth of sales the lower the cooperative's 

earning position. Two hypotheses were made regarding why this was true: 

(1) since cost of goods sold are fairly well set by competition, high mar

gins means high prices to customers which can cause loss of business to 

competitors and excess capacity of assets; (2) high margins are necessary 

to cover high costs resulting from inefficient operation. 

Net earnings to net worth should be as high as possible with the 

restriction that credit financing be low or that member-owned investment 

(net worth) makes up an adequate portion of the total investment so as not 

to unduly affect the value of this ratio. 

The selected liquidity and solvency ratios indicate current assets to 

current liabilities, net worth to total assets, net worth to fixed assets , 
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and current assets to total assets should be maximized for a high liqui-· 

dity and solvency position o Fixed assets to total assets and year end 

inventories to current assets should be minimized to maintain sound 

liquidity and solvency o nie ratios to be maximized and those to be 

minimized should be done so within limits as overly high liquidity and 

solvency can be as detrimental as a weak liquidity and solvency positiono 

A comparison of the ratio means by size groups showed that total 

gross sales to operating expense was highest among the average size co

operativeso nie magnitude of these ratios indicates that the small co

operatives lacked slight economics of scale possessed by the medium size 

cooperatives and that large diseconomies of scale appeared in the large 

size groupo Total gross sales to total assets was highest among the 

small firms and showed a trend toward lower ratio values as total assets 

increaseo Tilis trend indicated diseconomies of scale in both the medium 

and large groups relative to the small size groupo The trend can be the 

result of excess capacity and/or general inefficiency among the larger 

firmso Total gross sales to net worth was also highest among the small 

cooperatives v mean ratios o 

Ule small size group had the best gross earnings to gross sales 

ratioo nie analysis indicated that this ratio should be minimized o 

A trend to higher margins appears as total assets increasedo With the 

decrease in efficiency as shown by the total gross sales to operating 

expense and total assets ratios 9 it was hypothesised that these high mar= 

gins are necessary to compensate for this inefficiency o The study al so 

found that even though gross earnings to gross sales was highest among the 

large firms net earnings to gross sales was lowest among these same firms o 
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Earnings index values of the cooperatives studied were plotted 

against liquidity and solvency index values o It was found, with few ex

ceptions, that when liquidity and solvency is low earnings are also low o 

As liquidity and solvency reach a certain high, earnings fall o 

'!he study indicated that the average earnings index value was high-· 

est among the samll firms and lowest among the large firms o Average 

earni ng index values also decreased as total gross earnings increase a 

The mean earnings index value was highest when storage income made up 60 

percent or more of the total income o The study disclosed a trend to lower 

earnings ·as grain service income increased as a percent of total income 

with the highest earnings among cooperatives deriving less than five per

cent of their total income from grain serviceso It was concluded that 

many of the facilities and equipment necessary for these services were 

underemployed .· 

When petroleum sales as a percent of connnodity sales and petroleum 

income as a percent of total gross income increase j the mean earnings 

index value decreased with a very definite trend . 'flle mean earnings 

index value was emphatically highest when the grain sales were 90-100 

percent of commodity sales. A strong trend to higher earnings was also 

found as grain income as a percent of total income increases with the 

highest earning value among cooperatives with grain income making up the 

cooperatives sutdied those showing the highest earnability dealt primarily 

in grain business and these transactions were the chief source of their 

income c 



Hopefully, this study will open areas for further study. Among 

these should be a study of the same type made among other industries. 

The same standards should be computed in a later time period for the 
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same cooperatives. Both of these studies should then be compared with 

standards set forth in the present study. This same type of study should 

be conducted among privately owned grain elevators and comparisons made 

with this study. 

One of the major limitations of this study is that the accounting 

periods varied among the cooperatives. It would be desirable for a study 

to be conducted among cooperatives having nearly the same accounting per

iods or a method devised to correct the bias resulting from this lack of 

homogenity. 

Much of the analysis of this study has alluded to higher earning 

power among cooperatives with fewer total physical assets relative to 

large scale cooperatives. A study should be conducted to analyze in 

more detail the validity of this hypothesis. Research should also be 

undertaken concerning the importance of and economic feasibility of 

various sidelines conducted by the cooperatives. Such a study should 

investigate the interaction among sidelines and other activities leading 

to high earnings. 
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APPENDIX TABLE I 

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF EARNING RATIOS COMPUTED FOR SELECTED 
OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE GRAIN ELEVATORS, 1962-1964 

Standard deviation hi size ~roue Standard deviation 
Ratio Small Medium Large All Firms among years 

for all firms 
' t 1 ~ " 

Gross earnings to . gross -sales 3.01 2. 85 2.94 2.96 .69 

Gross earnings to gross commodity sales 3.36 3.38 3. 69 3.46 0 71 

Gross earnings to gross operating sales 4.41 2.55 • 77 3.40 019 

Gross . sales to operating expense 4.50 6.11 4.07 5.11 1.94 

Gross commodity sales to operating expense 4.40 5.99 4.00 5.05 1.94 

Gros& operating sales to operating expense 25 ;~n 32.46 18.40 27.05 8.73 

Gross sales to fixed assets 2.01. 1.40 1.66 1.82 .27 

Gross sales to total assets ' .54 .45 .53 .53 .18 

Gross sales to net wor'th , ... .. 1.31 .60 .88 1.09 .25 

Gross sales to receivables 28. 8() 19.68 13.61 20.53 22.93 

Gross sales to net working capital 167.'32 162.99 59.88 146.67 18.70 

Gross sales to year end inventories 27.14 7.30 7.01 20.14 2.18 

Net earnings to gross sales 2.46 1.22 1.60 2.01 .15 

Net earnings , to gross commodity sales 2.0~ 1.22 1. 70 i. 79 .27 
t-• I • 0"1!i i1•! 
Net · earnings to g;oss ·operating sales ~7 .65 117.93 45.54 84'oll 8.95 

Net -earnings to net worth 'r y o 38 . 3.23 5.49 6.10 1.87 

Net .earnings to total assets :· 4. 3i 2.97 3.99 3.99 1.25 
., ....... 

I-' 
0 
~ 



APPENDIX TABLE II 

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF LIQUIDITY AND SOLVENCY RAT I OS COMPUTED FOR 
SELE CTED OKLAHOMA COOPE RATIVE GRAIN ELEVATORS, 1962- 1964 

Standard deviation bl size sroue 
Ratio Small Medium Large All Firms 

Current ratio 3 . 61 1. 71 1. 98 2 . 93 

Acid test 2.59 1.10 .76 2.03 

Current assets to accounts receivable 8.76 2. 34 1. 90 6.26 

Year end inventories to current assets 13 . 24 9 . 67 12 . 41 12 . 53 

Year end inventories to net working capital 3.12 8.33 1. 65 5. 03 

Net worth to total assets 17.19 11. 72 15 . 57 15.32 

Net worth to fixed assets .63 .43 .42 .53 

Net worth to total liabilities 10. 73 6.94 9 . 27 9.42 

Total assets to total liabilities 10. 67 6.96 9.27 9.41 

Fixed assets to fixed liabilities 1331.33 2557 . 29 1094 . 78 175.62 

Current assets to total assets 7 .19 4.97 8.86 6.95 

Fixed assets to total assets 8 . 82 6.63 8 . 83 8.26 

Standard deviation 
among years 

for all firms 

.99 

.73 

1. 21 

2 . 80 

1.12 

.54 

.05 

. 53 

.78 

420. 27 

.37 

1.15 

.... 
0 
V1 



APPENDIX TABLE III 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED RATIOS 

Ratios (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (ll) 

Current ratio (1) 1.00 .05 . 58 . 54 . 79 . 27 . 23 . ll .06 -.11 - . 27 

Year-end inventories: net work_ing Cap. (2) 1.00 .12 .15 .05 .10 .20 .22 .15 .01 - .12 

Net worth: total. assets (3) 1.00 . 77 . 70 .40 . 23 .11 .18 - .13 - . 21 

Net worth: fixed assets (4) 1.00 • 65 .40 . 65 .31 . 23 - .01 - . 25 

Net worth: total liabilities (5) 1.00 .30 . 24 .10 .07 -.12 - .20 

Gross sales: operating expense (6) 1.00 .44 .53 . 29 - .06 -. 64 

Gross sales: fixed assets (7) 1.00 • Si( . 35 .13 -.45 

Gross sales: total assets (8) 1.00 . 34 .14 -. 60 

Net earnings: net worth (9) 1.00 -.17 .13 

Gross earnings: gross operating sales (10) 1.00 - .17 

Gross earnings: gross sales (11) 1.00 

Net earnings: gross operating sales (12) 

Net earnings: gross sales (13) 

Gross operating sales: operating expense (14) 

Gross sales: net worth (15) 

Gross sales: receivables (16) 

Gross sales: net working capital (17) 

Curr.ent assets: total assets (18) 

Fixed assets: total assets (19) 

Fixed assets: fixed liabilities (20) 

Year-end inventories: current assets (21) 

Gross sales: Year-end inventory (22) 

FOR COOPERATIVES STUDIED 

(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 

.07 .14 .03 -. 26 .32 -.16 -.08 

.02 .09 a .05 .08 .01 .71 .08 

.05 • 29 .30 . 63 .18 .17 - .03 

.08 .21 .08 - . 30 . 23 . 22 . 35 

.11 .19 .12 - . 33 . 21 .09 -.02 

.34 • 22 .38 .11 • 21 .03 .07 

.21 .01 -.21 .45 .32 .24 . 56 

. 28 -.01 - .22 . 64 .29 .23 .38 

.31 .72 • 25 .01 - .01 .13 .34 

. 25 -.29 - . 54 .23 -.05 .03 .20 

-.22 .34 .20 - .31 - .23 .01 - .05 

1.00 .26 - .23 .24 .01 .04 .09 

1.00 .40 -.21 - .03 .11 .10 

1.00 - .43 .03 .01 -.22 

1.00 .05 .08 . 35 

1.00 - .02 -.09 

1.00 .28 

1.00 

(19) (20) 

0 .19 • 27 

- .17 .04 

- .26 .49 

- . 75 .48 

- . 26 .48 

- . 20 .42 

- .81 .21 

- .50 .12 

- .13 .05 

-.15 .10 

.24 -.22 

-.01 .05 

.04 .12 

.19 .12 

-. 20 -.23 

-.16 .23 

-.31 .09 

.53 .05 

1.00 -.29 

1.00 

(21) 

- . 39 

- .01 

- . 38 

- . 33 

-. 28 

- . 29 

- .12 

- .02 

-.11 

.11 

.17 

-.18 

- .15 

- .19 

.28 

- .23 

.16 

.22 

.03 

- .19 

1.00 

(22) 

.42 

- .04 

.13 

.03 

.10 

. 27 

.05 

.13 

-.01 

• .08 

.35 

.06 

-.05 

.02 

-.04 

.37 

-. 59 

- .42 

; 19 

.10 

- . 60 

1.00 

.... 
0 
Ci\ 
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